PERENNIAL PLUG PLANTS

www.justmust.co.uk
We have our own range of colour labels. They are plastic pot labels 118mm x 43mm, printed in ‘light fast’ ink with a high gloss finish. They are produced with 3 creases for stability.

The front of the label has a colour picture and name of the plant, whilst the reverse gives a full description and planting instructions.

You can order the labels with or without plugs – feedback from customers who have bought them is that they definitely INCREASE SALES!

The labels are available at 8p each (plus vat).
Welcome to the JustMust Perennials catalogue

This listing works alongside an availability list, which will be sent monthly. Please cancel this if you no longer want it. Forward orders are accepted, but there is no guarantee to timing or quantity. Pricing is on the availability list. Plugs are grown in 104, 84 or 80 cell trays that are 4.5cm deep and 3.5cm diameter. They are substantial plugs that we recommend potting into a 9cm pot for good root development, this speeds up saleability and avoids overwatering. To sucessfully overwinter Achillea, Helium, Lobelia and Echinacea underpot in loam compost and keep dry.

Cannas are supplied as virus free rhizomes. Dahlias (with the exception of Murdoch and Twynings After Eight, which are from micropropation) are supplied as dry tubers.

Primula and Pulmonaria make wonderful spring sales when potted between July and November.

Minimum order 25 plugs of one variety.

We welcome visitors to the Nursery, although we do ask you to telephone first. Come and see the quality and size of the plugs.

If you need further information or advice please do not hesitate to contact us.

ADDRESS

JustMust Perennials, Browns’ Nursery
Gibbs Lane, Offenham, Evesham,
Worcestershire, WR11 8RR, Great Britain.

Telephone: 01386 47337 (international +44 1386 47337)
Fax: 01386 49844
E-mail: info@justmust.co.uk
Website: www.justmust.co.uk
VAT registration number GB 655 0856 22

DIRECTIONS

Gibbs Lane is right at the maypole in Offenham Village Centre. The maypole is a pole and not a pub! Browns’ Nursery is the first nursery on the right.

TERMS

Invoices are payable 30 days from invoice date. Any balances outstanding 30 days after due date will attract a surcharge of 15% pa above current bank base rate. We reserve the right to require prepayment in full for any order. Cheques should be made payable to JustMust Perennials and sent to the address above. We also accept most major credit cards, please ring with the details.

DELIVERY

Approximately £17 for every 300 plants (which is a standard box) to mainland UK, or collect from Evesham. Every effort will be made to send plants out together unless different delivery dates are requested, but no guarantee is made.

PRICES

All prices shown exclude VAT at the prevailing rate.

GUARANTEE

We guarantee the plants to be true to name, apparently free from disease and to be in good living condition at the time of shipment. Our warranty is limited to the ten day period immediately after delivery except the guarantee of trueness to name. All other guarantees are excluded. We shall in no case be liable for any sum greater than the amount originally received for the plants.

All orders accepted and shipments made are subject to crop conditions and can be cancelled or changed according to availability at the time of shipment. Shipping damage must be noted on the carrier’s paperwork at the time of delivery and notified to us within 5 working days.
**ACANTHUS HUNGARIUS**
**‘WHITE LIPS’**
*Acanthaceae*
Distinctive dark green pinnatifid leaves, white flowers Jul-Oct, 50cm. Easy. No problems.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACANTHUS MOLLIS**
**‘TASMANIAN ANGEL’**
*Acanthaceae*
Flowers are pink and white, shapely dark green leaves with frosted white ends and margins turn (and start) dark green, 50cm. Compared to ‘Whitewater’ I find the variegation better, the leaves neater and it’s hardier.
*H5 (-15°C to -10°C)*

**ACONITUM**
**‘CLOUDY’**
*Ranunculaceae*
Large hooded ivory flowers smudged violet late summer and autumn Aug-Oct, 8cm. Very nice. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACONITUM**
**‘RED WINE’**
*Ranunculaceae*
Large glossy wine-red flowers from twining red stems Jul-Sep, climber, 1-2m. A hybrid from Shanghai BG. via Sweden. Likes acid soil or pot. Keep dry overwinter.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACONITUM**
**‘SPÄTLESE’**
*Ranunculaceae*
Dreamy clear pale blue flowers shade darker at edges Jul-Oct, good foliage, 1.2m.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACONITUM**
**‘STAINLESS STEEL’**
*Ranunculaceae*
Delightful grey-flushed pale blue flowers from grey-flushed stems early (Apr)May-Jun (Jul), sturdy and neat 65cm. Easy.
*AGM.*
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACHILLEA**
**‘LUCKY BREAK’**
*Asteraceae*
Very large flat heads of creamy yellow flowers Jun-Aug (and later?), grey-green foliage, 60cm. Easy. A sport of Achillea ‘Tagetes’ spotted by Christopher Lloyd at Great Dixter. More vigorous and persistent than some cultivars.
*AGM.*
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACHILLEA**
**‘MOONSHINE’**
*Asteraceae*
Clear lemon yellow flowers May-Jul (Nov), good grey evergreen foliage, 60cm. Open sunny sites. Easy. AGM.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACHILLEA**
**‘RED VELVET’**
*Asteraceae*
Broad heads of strong pure red flowers Jun-Sep that keep their colour (maybe darken to crimson) as they age, 60cm. AGM.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACHILLEA**
**‘ROSE MADDER’**
*Asteraceae*
Lovely soft red flowers keep their colour as they die Jun-Jul and then (unusually) repeat flowers till Nov, short 55cm. Survives winter wet. No vices.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACONITUM CARMICHAELII**
**‘ROYAL FLUSH’**
*Ranunculaceae*
The leaves are deep red in spring but become green later, substantial deep blue flowers - a much darker and clearer blue than normal Sep-Oct, short 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. Keep in small pots overwinter.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACTAEA PACHYPoda**
**‘MISTY BLUE’**
*Ranunculaceae*
Clusters of white doll’s eye berries from red pedicels, attractive foliage with a blue cart, white flowers Apr-May, 60cm.
*H7 (below -20°C)*

**ACTAEA SIMPLEX**
**‘BLACK NÉGLIGÉE’**
*Ranunculaceae*
Decorative black foliage, spikes of white scented flowers Jul-Sep, 90cm. The foliage is greener when young - don’t worry.
*H7 (below -20°C)*
AGAPANTHUS

‘BLACK PANTHA’
Amaryllidaceae
Black-blue flowers from dark stems Jul-Sep, 60cm. PVR in Europe - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘GOLD STRIKE’
Amaryllidaceae
Gold-edged foliage, blue flowers with darker midstripe to each corolla lobe Jul-Sep, 40cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘LITTLE DUTCH BLUE’
Amaryllidaceae
Abundant flower stems over a long period. Greyed blue flowers Jul-Sep, 70cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘LITTLE DUTCH WHITE’
Amaryllidaceae
Abundant flower stems over a long period. White flowers Jul-Sep, 70cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘LITTLE DUTCH WHITE’
Amaryllidaceae
Abundant flower stems over a long period. White flowers Jul-Sep, 70cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘LOCH HOPE’
Amaryllidaceae
Very large heads of good blue flowers with bluer midstripes Jul-Sep, evergreen, tall 2m. Sun, good soil. More or less hardy (dies at -13C). Easy. Big. Wonderful. AGM.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘MISTY DAWN’
Amaryllidaceae
Cream spring foliage turns misty grey-green foliage, soft navy-blue flowers Jul-Sep, deciduous, neat 45cm. Tough, dramatic with black foliage adjacent.
H7 (below -20C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘NAVY BLUE’
Amaryllidaceae
The most asked for agapanthus. Dark blue bells in clusters break from a black spathe Jul-Sep, leaves 25cm, flowers 60cm. Easy in sunny sites (although mine is shaded by a walnut). Deciduous.
H7 (below -20C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘PINK SPIKE’
Amaryllidaceae
The flowers are white with violet bases in relatively dense flower heads from maroon-grey pedicels - the whole combination lovely, Jul-Aug, evergreen, 75cm.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘PURPLE CLOUD’
Amaryllidaceae
Superb deep black-purple flower heads Aug-Sep, deciduous/ evergreen, 80cm. A hardy inapertus hybrid.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

ACTAEA SIMPLEX

‘BRUNETTE’
Ranunculaceae
Deeply dark black-purple leaves and spikes of scented white flowers Jul-Sep, 1.2m. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

ACTAEA SIMPLEX

‘PINK SPIKE’
Ranunculaceae
Black foliage, flowers which open pink Jul-Sep, 60cm.
H7 (below -20C)

ADENOPHORA

‘GAUDY VIOLET’
Campanulaceae
Rebloomer (especially when deadheaded) and not invasive. Spires of soft violet bells Jun-Sep, 45cm. Easy.
H7 (below -20C)

ADIANTUM ALEUTICUM

‘IMBRICATUM’
Adiantaceae
Hardy stalked maidenhair fern with black rhachis and imbricated fronds (each part overlapped like the tiles on a roof), compact 30cm. Good soil, shade.
H7 (below -20C)

ADIANTUM VENUSTUM
Ranunculaceae
Will fill between herbaceous perennials. Maidenhair fern. Open airy evergreen fronds 20cm. Shaded site not too damp. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘ENIGMA’
Amaryllidaceae
The flowers are white with violet bases in relatively dense flower heads from maroon-grey pedicels - the whole combination lovely, Jul-Aug, evergreen, 75cm.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘GOLD STRIKE’
Amaryllidaceae
Gold-edged foliage, blue flowers with darker midstripe to each corolla lobe Jul-Sep, 40cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

AGAPANTHUS

‘LITTLE DUTCH BLUE’
Amaryllidaceae
Abundant flower stems over a long period. Greyed blue flowers Jul-Sep, 70cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)
AGAPANTHUS ‘WHITE HEAVEN’
Amaryllidaceae
Very large heads of exquisite pure white many petalled flowers - up to 80 per head Aug-Sep, evergreen, compact 85cm. Sells on sight. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. Hardy.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

AGAPANTHUS ‘WINDSOR GREY’
Amaryllidaceae
Large heads of grey flowers with grey anthers and green pollen, fade slightly pink Jul-Sep, 85cm. The pedicels are straight and dusky green. Easy. Deciduous and very tough. Lovely.
H7 (below -20C)

AGASTACHE MEXICANA ‘RED FORTUNE’
Lamiaceae
Deep pink flowers from beige-ish calyces Jul-Sep (Oct), 65cm. Lovely. Sun and well-drained soil. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

AGASTACHE ‘ORANGE NECTAR’
Lamiaceae
Compact plant with deep pure orange flowers May-Oct, 40cm. Easy. Good for patio pots.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

AGASTACHE ‘SUMMER GLOW’
Lamiaceae
Soft apricot-yellow flowers from persistent soft purple-mauve calyces over a long season Jun-Sep, neat habit, 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ALSTROEMERIA ‘DANDY CANDY’
Alstroemeriaceae
Large vibrant red, deep rose and white picotee flowers Jun-Sep(Oct), compact 45cm. Good for picking.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ALSTROEMERIA ‘INDIAN SUMMER’
Alstroemeriaceae
Creamy yellow, yellow and red-orange flowers Jun-Oct (but not all the time), dusky foliage, 75cm. AKA A.’Tesronto’. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
Guessing H5

ALSTROEMERIA ‘MAUVE MAJESTY’
Alstroemeriaceae
Purple-mauve flowers with cream throats Jun-Oct, 60cm. Good cut flower. Bred for hardiness at Cornell University by Dr.Mark Bridgen.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

AJUGA INCISA ‘FROSTED JADE’ (‘BIKUN’)
Lamiaceae
Most un-ajuga-like. Improbable and uncharacteristic incised grey foliage with creamy white edges, blue flowers Mar-May, deciduous, 20cm
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ALCALTHEA ‘PARKALÉÉ’
Malvaceae
Hollyhocks without rust! Lovely satiny yellow-cream semi-double flowers with dark maroon stamens. Because it’s sterile it flowers for ages Jun-Nov (particularly good Oct-Nov), greygreen leaves, 1.2m.
H7 (below -20C)

AGAVE PARRYI ‘CREAM SPIKE’
Asparagaceae
Dwarf. Greyed blue leaves with wide cream edges in a VERY neat flattish rosette, 25 x 20cm. in 10 years. Hardy.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

AGAVE UNIVITTATA ‘QUADRICOLOR’
Asparagaceae
Compact to 40cm. Each succulent evergreen leaf has symmetrical longitudinal stripes - centrally lime green surrounded by midgreen, then cream and finally edged with orange-brown. Synonym A.lophantha ‘Quadricolor’.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

AGAVE UNIVITTATA
Asparagaceae
Compact to 40cm. Each succulent evergreen leaf has symmetrical longitudinal stripes - centrally lime green surrounded by midgreen, then cream and finally edged with orange-brown. Synonym A.lophantha ‘Quadricolor’.
H3 (-5C to 1C)
ALSTROEMERIA
‘ROCK AND ROLL’
Alstroemeriaceae
Orange-red flowers are repeatedly produced Jun-Nov or continuously if mild, foliage variegated with broad cream centres fade whiter, 75cm. Part shade best but no foliage burn in full sun.

Guessing H4

ALSTROEMERIA
‘SWEET LAURA’
Alstroemeriaceae
Faintly scented narrow-petalled apricot-orange flowers with maroon flushed backs, Jul-Oct, 40cm. Vigorous and very hardy. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.

H6 (-20C to -15C)

AMSONIA
‘BLUE ICE’
Apocynaceae
A short shapely form 45cm. Sky blue flowers from black then slate-blue buds, larger than normal May-Jul, narrow leaves which are a good yellow in autumn. Easy, even in limy clay and a very long-lived trouble-free perennial.

H7 (below -20C)

ANEMONE FILISECTA
Ranunculaceae
Wide compound umbels of up to 30 white flowers Jun-Aug, clump-forming perennial, 30cm. Easy. Ex Edinburgh BG.

H7 (below -20C)

ANEMONE PAVONINA
Ranunculaceae
Full red, pink or soft purple flowers Apr-May, 25cm. Avoid winter wet sites and very cold sites but otherwise easy. Deciduous dry shade good. Native France to Turkey.

H5 (-15C to -10C)

ANEMONE x HYBRIDA
‘ANDREA ATKINSON’
Ranunculaceae
Big single white flowers Aug-Oct, 80cm, robust constitution. An improvement on ‘Honourine Joubert’.

H7 (below -20C)

ANEMONE x HYBRIDA
‘QUEEN CHARLOTTE’
Ranunculaceae
The true variety. Very large soft semi-double pink flowers with deeper pink bleeding Sep-Nov, 1m. Easy but not dry shade. AGM.

H7 (below -20C)

ANGELICA
‘EBONY’
Apiaceae
Leaves, stems and flowers are suffused deep purple-black which deepens in UV light, Jun-Sep, 75cm. A superb form of a British native. AGM.

H7 (below -20C)

ANGELICA GIGAS
Apiaceae
Domed beetroot red flower heads, Jun-Aug, dark stems, 1.4m. Too much lime makes the leaves an unattractive yellow-green.

H7 (below -20C)

ANISODONTEA
‘EL ROYO’
Malvaceae
Broad saucer-shaped deep salmony-pink flowers particularly in autumn and winter (May)Jul-Nov(Mar), airy 1-2m.

H5 (-15C to -10C)

ARTHROPODIUM CANDIDUM
‘LITTLE LILIA’
Asparagaceae
Pretty tufted white edged foliage, short heads of white flowers all year Jan-Dec, 25cm.

H3 (-5C to 1C)

ARUNCUS
‘HORATIO’
Rosaceae
Classy. Delicately held bronze-tinted cream flower heads on bronze stems Jun-Aug, then mature well, divided golden-green foliage ages spectacularly and holds till at least Nov, 80cm. Easy. Bred by Ernst Pagels.

H7 (below -20C)
ASARUM MAXIMUM ‘SILVER PANDA’

ASTER ‘KING GEORGE’  ASTER ‘MÖNCH’  ASTER PEDUNCULARIS

ASPLENIUM CETERACH

ASPLENIUM SCOLOPENDRIUM ‘ANGUSTATUM’

ASTER TRIFOLIATUS subsp. AGERATOIDES ‘ASHVI’

ASARUM SPLENDENS

ASTER ‘MONCH’  ASTER PENDUNCULARIS
ASARUM EPIGYNUM
TAKASAGO-SAISHIN
Aristolochiaceae
Superbly pale patterned deep green evergreen foliage, brown and white flowers Mar-May, 15cm. Deep shade. Synonym A.epigynum 'Silver Web'.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ASARUM MAXIMUM
‘SILVER PANDA’
Aristolochiaceae
Large evergreen silver-marked foliage, prolific clusters of large white-eyed black trilobed flowers Feb-Jun, 25cm. Easy in shade or keep as a magnificent pot plant. Drama incarnate.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ASARUM SPLENDENS
Aristolochiaceae
Big dark evergreen silver-patterned arrow-shaped foliage, clusters of dramatic dark brown and tawny banded flowers Mar-Jun, 18cm. Very effective in shade.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ASPLENIUM CETERACH
Aspleniaceae
Rustyback fern. Neat rosettes of short wavy-margined evergreen greyish green fronds with rusty backs, 10cm.
H7 (below -20C)

ASPLENIUM SCOLOPENDRIUM
‘ANGUSTATUM’
Aspleniaceae
Long crisped hart’s tongue fern, evergreen, 45cm. Shade and not very dry. Easy. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

ASTER
‘KING GEORGE’
Asteraceae
Large violet daisy flowers Aug-Oct, mildew-proof plant, 30cm. Sun or half shade, not too dry.
H7 (below -20C)

ASTER ‘LITTLE CARLOW’
See SYMPHYOTRICHON ‘LITTLE CARLOW’.

ASTER ‘MÖNCH’
Asteraceae
This is the true variety. Large lavender flowers for a very long season Jun-Oct(Nov), 75cm, lax. No mildew, easy. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

ASTER PEDUNCULARIS
Asteraceae
A special michaelmas daisy. Lovely large blue daisies Jul-Sep, shapely clumps, 60cm. Easy even dry shade. Himalayas.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

ASTER RADULA ‘AUGUST SKY’
See EURYBIA RADULA ‘AUGUST SKY’

ASTER TRIFOLIATUS
subsp. AGERATOIDES ‘ASHVI’
Asteraceae
White flowers on a shapely plant over an extraordinarily long season (Jul)Aug-Nov, 85cm, easy and good. Even dry shade. The dead flowers are hidden by new ones erupting around them.
H7 (below -20C)

ASTER TRIFOLIATUS subsp. AGERATOIDES ‘HARRY SMITH’
Asteraceae
Pink flowers Aug-Oct, wiry dark stems, dark foliage. Tough non-creeping, mildew-resistant michaelmas daisy for even dry shade places, 60cm.
H7 (below -20C)

ASTER TRIFOLIATUS subsp. AGERATOIDES ‘STARSHINE’
Asteraceae
White flowers on a shapely short plant (Jul)Aug-Oct (Nov), dark foliage 35cm, easy and good. Even dry shade. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

ASTER ‘CHOCOLATE SHOGUN’
Saxifragaceae
Deeply bright brown-coloured glossy foliage remains dark for the whole season, pale pink flowers Jul-Aug, 60cm.
H7 (below -20C)
ASTRANTIA 'SUPERSTAR'
ASTRANTIA 'HADSPEN BLOOD'
ASTRANTIA 'MOULIN ROUGE'
ASTRANTIA 'ROMA'
ASTRANTIA 'RUBY STAR'
ASTRANTIA MAJOR 'STAR OF BILLION / MILLION STARS'
ATHYRIUM NIPONICUM var. PICTUM 'BURGUNDY LACE'
ATHYRIUM NIPONICUM var. PICTUM 'URSULA'S RED'
ATHYRIUM NIPONICUM var. PICTUM 'SILVER FALLS'
BEGONIA LUXURIANS
BEGONIA 'BENI TOCHIBA'
**ASTRANTIA**

**‘HADSPEN BLOOD’**
*Apiaceae*

The darkest deep maroon flower heads over a dark reddish-green plant Jun-Oct, 35cm.
Easy. Still a good red astrantia in my opinion but it seeds back to plain forms quickly.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ASTRANTIA MAJOR**

**‘STAR OF BILLION’**
*(‘MILLION STARS’)*
*Apiaceae*

Sprays of lots of small white starry flowers like the Milky Way and a flower arrangers dream, 65cm. easy. More smaller flowers develop with time.
PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ASTRANTIA**

**‘MOULIN ROUGE’**
*Apiaceae*

Deep black-red and red flowers (a pale green-white backed centre with almost black outer bracts) Apr-Jul, Aug-Nov (with a real gap in the middle), 45cm. Sterile non-seeding, long-flowering hybrid, not a form of A.major.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ASTRANTIA**

**‘ROMA’**
*Apiaceae*

Pretty pink-red flower heads May-Oct, 60cm.
Easy. Sterile non-seeding hybrid.
PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ASTRANTIA**

**‘RUBY STAR’**
*Apiaceae*

A new red variety - better than ‘Ruby Wedding’ and ‘Hadspen Blood’. The foliage and stems are also darker than others, the flowers are less dark - but a clear ruby red and a good starry shape, May-Jul and later, 30cm.
PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ASTRANTIA**

**‘SUPERSTAR’**
*Apiaceae*

(‘White Giant.’) Reckoned to be an improvement on ‘Shaggy’. Large green-tipped white flowers Apr-Sep, 65cm. Feed astranias to get the biggest flowers - FYM is good, and wait - 3 years!
PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ATHYRIUM NIPONICUM var.PICTUM**

**‘BURGUNDY LACE’**
*Woodsiaceae*

Red-pink fronds, 40cm. Damp well drained soil, shade. Fully hardy, deciduous and doesn’t regrow till April.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ATHYRIUM NIPONICUM var.PICTUM**

**‘SILVER FALLS’**
*Woodsiaceae*

Wonderful deciduous fern. Silvered dissected fronds Apr-Oct, shade but not dry shade, 35cm.
9½/10! AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

**ATHYRIUM NIPONICUM var.PICTUM**

**‘URSULA’S RED’**
*Woodsiaceae*

Superb red-pink and silver fronds develop a black-red central stripe as they mature, 40cm. Damp well drained soil, shade. Fully hardy, deciduous and doesn’t reappear till late April.
H7 (below -20°C)

**BAPTISIA AUSTRALIS**

**‘EXALTATA’**
*Papilionaceae*

Indigo pea flowers in May-Jul, good black dead heads, 80cm. Easy, reliable. Bomb-proof.
AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

**BEGONIA**

**‘BENI TOCHIBA’**
*Begoniaceae*

Lovely metallic pink palmate foliage, little bushy plants, single pink flowers, 30cm. Hardy but reappears as late as June.
AGM.
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

**BEGONIA LUXURIANS**
*Begoniaceae*

Wonderful exotic large fingered foliage - the best I have seen, clusters of small white flowers, manageable to 50cm or 2m. as you wish. Tender although has taken -3C for brief periods. A star at Great Dixter.
AGM.
H3 (-5°C to 1°C)
BERGENIA ‘BACH’  
*Saxifragaceae*
Neat glossy red-flushed winter foliage, massive heads of lovely cerise pale sugar-pink flowers mature WHITE, red calyces (which start white) develops into distinctive static-like heads Mar-May, 40cm.
H7 (below -20C)

BERGENIA ‘BARTÓK’  
*Saxifragaceae*
Winter foliage is held up, colours redder than any I have seen (the backs astonishingly red), has a gloss and is a nice (different) more rounded shape and slightly - well - crumpled. Red flowers Mar-Apr, 50cm.
H7 (below -20C)

BERGENIA ‘BRESSINGHAM WHITE’  
*Saxifragaceae*
White flowers Mar-May, 25cm. Sun or half shade. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

BERGENIA ‘CLAIRE MAXINE’  
*Saxifragaceae*
Lovely puckered foliage as good in summer as in winter, tall red-pink flowers, 50cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

BERGENIA ‘EDEN’S MAGIC GIANT’  
*Saxifragaceae*
Very good upstanding sculpted pink-flushed thick shiny evergreen foliage, red in winter, very good deep pink flower (Feb)Mar-Apr, 45cm. Wonderful in the RHS Trials. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

BERGENIA ‘OVERTURE’  
*Saxifragaceae*
Tall frighteningly magenta flowers with scarlet stems and calyces Feb-Jun (usually avoiding frost), the best glossy red winter foliage sits up, 30cm. Easy even dry shade under trees. This cultivar is what made me reconsider bergenias. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

BERGENIA ‘BACH’  
*Boraginaceae*
Red and green flowers from red stems May-Jul each year, very compact 30cm. Has round seed pods like a Hesperaloe. (no picture)
H4 (-10C to -5C)

BESCHORNERIA SEPTENTRIONALIS  
*Asparagaceae*
New hardy quick-to-flower form. Astonishing electric-pink and green flowers from even more astonishing electric-pink stems Apr-Jul, 1m, Low evergreen rosette.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

BRUNNERA ‘JACK FROST’  
*Boraginaceae*
Dramatic silvered leaves with narrow green edge and veins good in late summer and autumn. Loose sprays of bright blue flowers Feb-Jun (and later), 50cm. Easy, PVR propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

BRUNNERA ‘LOOKING GLASS’  
*Boraginaceae*
Dramatic leaves silvered all over (that is, without the green veins and edges of ‘Jack Frost’), loose sprays of bright blue flowers Feb-Jun, 50cm. Easy. PVR propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

BRUNNERA MACROPHYLLA  
‘SILVER SPEAR’  
*Boraginaceae*
‘Jack Frost’ but the leaf tip is elongated into a spear and the leaf is whiter. Cheaper too!
H7 (below -20C)

BRUNNERA ‘MR.MORSE’  
*Boraginaceae*
Silver foliage with green veins like B.’Jack Frost’ but it has large white flowers. A nice combination. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

BUNIUM FERULACEUM  
*Apiaceae*
Better than other kinds because the flower heads have lacier outer florets, individual heads are humped as is the whole umbel. White flowers on useful wiry stems for MUCH OF THE YEAR. 65cm, bipinnate basal evergreen lvs.
H7 (below -20C)
CAMPNANULA 'ASSENDON PEARL'
Campanulaceae
A lactiflora hybrid submitted to the RHS trial as C.lactiflora 'Alba' now named. Wonderful wide white flowers from dark violet-flushed buds held well within the inflorescence Jun-Aug, 1m. White-flowered plants have flowers that die conspicuously, this hasn’t. Easy and persistent. From Toby Marchant. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

CAMPNANULA GLOMERATA 'CAROLINE'
Campanulaceae
Lovely very large amethyst-flushed flower heads May-Jul, 45cm. Cultivar of a British native plant. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

CAMPNANULA GLOMERATA 'FREYA'
Campanulaceae
Abundant deep blue flowers Jun-Aug, neat plant, 35cm. An Arie Blom selection. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

CAMPNANULA LACTIFLORA 'ALBA'
Campanulaceae
Wonderful wide white flowers from dark violet flushed buds held well within the inflorescence Jun-Aug, 1m. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

CAMPNANULA LATILOBA 'HIDCOTE AMETHYST'
Campanulaceae
Amethyst bell flowers in a short spike Jun-Aug, 55cm. No rust problems. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

CAMPNANULA LATILOBA 'HIGHCLIFFE VARIETY'
Campanulaceae
An exceptionally good variety. Tall (1-1.5m) strong, large flowers of deep violet Jun-Aug. No disease, good colour, no staking. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

CAMPNANULA 'SUMMERTIME BLUES'
Campanulaceae
Long-blooming, slightly greyish blue flowers May-Sep, 45cm, well-behaved. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. H7 (below -20C)

CANNNA 'DURBAN'
Cannaceae
Purple-maroon leaves with red and yellow stripes and large shocking orange flowers Jul-Oct, 1-2m. The foliage alone sells this plant. aka "Phaison". Price per rhizome. Virus-free. Tender. AGM.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

CANNNA 'PRETORIA'
Cannaceae
Very large pale yellow and green striped leaves and large orange flowers Aug-Oct, 1m. Tender. A very good large-leaved canna. Price per rhizome. Virus-free. AGM.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

CAREX 'EVERORO'
Cyperaceae
Like Carex 'Evergold' but held better and brighter yellow. What greater compliment is there?
H6 (-20C to -15C)

CAREX OSHIMENSIS 'EVEREST'
Cyperaceae
H6 (-20C to -15C)

CAREX OSHIMENSIS 'EVERILLO'
Cyperaceae
A sport from 'Evergold' with echoes of Amarillo. Similar to other yellow grasses but evergreen and indestructible, 30cm. Superb. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)
CENTAUREA ATROPURPUREA

CENTAUREA PULCHRA ‘MAJOR’

CENTAUREA ‘JORDY’

CENTAUREA MONTANA ‘PURPLE HEART’

CENOLOPHIUM DENUDATUM

CORONILLA VALENTINA ‘LAUREN STEVENSON’

CORONILLA VALENTINA subsp. GLAUCA ‘CITRINA’

CIRSIUM RIVULARE ‘TREVOR’S BLUE WONDER’
**CAREX TRIFIDA 'REKOHU SUNRISE'**
*Cyperaceae*
Bold evergreen creamy yellow-edged blue-green foliage in rosettes wonderful in winter and spring 55cm, long brown catkins on thin arching stems May-Jul, 75cm. PVR-propagation for resale prohibited.

*H5 (-15C to -10C)*

**CENOLOPHIUM DENUDATUM**
*Apiaceae*
Domed heads of white flowers Jun-Sep, pretty glaucous pinnate green foliage the pinnae themselves pinnatifid darkly coloured in winter (when the new growth starts), 1m. perennial and not monocarpic. AGM.

*H7 (below -20C)*

**CENTAUREA ATROPURPUREA**
*Apiaceae*
Burgundy knobhead flowers over silvery green foliage Jun-Aug, 75cm. Easy.

*H7 (below -20C)*

**CENTAUREA 'JORDY'**
*Apiaceae*
Black flowers with the size and habit of *C.*montana May-June, 30cm. Cut right back after flowering to get refurbishment and more flower. Then do it again.

*H7 (below -20C)*

**CENTAUREA MONTANA 'PURPLE HEART'**
*Apiaceae*
Large white cornflowers with purple hearts Apr-Jun, grey foliage, 35cm. Nice.

*H7 (below -20C)*

**CIRSIUM RIVULARE**
*Asteraceae*
This tries to bloom all year - in winter it is stopped by cold. Purple thistle knobs held over a rosette of foliage a very long season (Mar) May-Jun, Aug-Dec, 1m. Not spiny. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.

*H7 (below -20C)*

**CLEMATIS RECTA 'VELVET NIGHT'**
*Ranunculaceae*
A seedling from a seedling selected for its very dark velvety maroon leaves (which go dusky deep green in summer), large open heads of small white flowers over a long period Jun-Nov, 1-2m herbaceous.

*H7 (below -20C)*

**CONIOGRAMME JAPONICA 'FLAVOMACULATA'**
*Pteridaceae*
Clumps of branched ribbon-shaped fronds highlighted with horizontal yellow-green bands, most pronounced in the new growth but still persistent, 30cm.

*H4 (-10C to -5C)*

**CORONILLA VALENTINA**
*Papilionaceae*
A compact plant with short internodes. Cream variegated greyish leaves and lustrous yellow and paler yellow scented flowers winter to spring Dec-May, 50cm. A sport here from 'Cremed Corn' which was a sport from 'Pygmee'.

Guessing H4

**CORONILLA VALENTINA 'LAUREN STEVENSON'**
*Papilionaceae*
A new coronilla selected here. The flowers are a paler yellow than 'Citrina' - the keels decidedly so, greyer foliage and bushier growth. The seed parent was 'Brockhill Blue' which is extremely hardy. Pictured with a sprig of 'Citrina' on the right.

Guessing H6

**CORONILLA VALENTINA subsp. GLAUCAs 'CITRINA'**
*Papilionaceae*
Scented pale lemon-yellow flowers for about 10 months of the year overwinter, autumn and spring (Jul-May), bushy 1.1m. Easy, even grows in dry shady places under trees.

*H5 (-15C to -10C)*

---

**CAREX TRIFIDA 'REKOHU SUNRISE'**

**CIRSIUM RIVULARE 'ATROPURPUREUM'**

**CIRSIUM RIVULARE 'TREVOR'S BLUE WONDER' (Aka 'TREVOR'S FELLEY FIND')**

**CLEMATIS RECTA 'VELVET NIGHT'**

**CONIOGRAMME JAPONICA 'FLAVOMACULATA'**
CORYDALIS TEMULIFOLIA 'CHOCOLATE STARS'

CROCOSMIA 'HELLFIRE'

DAHLIA 'BISHOP OF LLANDAFF'

CROCOSMIA 'SARACEN'

CYMBALARIA MURALIS 'SNOW WAVE'

CROCOSMIA 'ZAMBESI'

CROCOSMIA 'LIMPOPO'

CROCOSMIA 'ZEAL TAN'

DAHLIA 'ARABIAN NIGHT'

CROCOSMIA 'OKAVANGO'

CYMBACTAS 'MURALIS SNOW WAVE'
CORYDALIS TEMULIFOLIA
'CHOCOLATE STARS'
Papaveraceae
A good hardy perennial. Delightful evergreen chocolatey wintergreen foliage goes red in spring and then greens a little. It is divided into larger than normal leaflets, striking dusky violet flowers Feb-May, 40cm. Needs drier soils in summer when semidormant.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

CROCOSMIA
'HELLFIRE'
Iridaceae
Large dark red flowers (larger and darker than Crocosmia Lucifer and without any orange-yellow on the outside of the flower base) face outwards Jul-Aug, dark stems, pleated foliage, 1m.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

CROCOSMIA
'LIMPOPO'
Iridaceae
Dense heads of large (6cm wide) broad (and thick) petalled blowsy pink flowers with an apricot throat, long blooming Jul-Oct, very vigorous, 75cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

CROCOSMIA
'OHAVANGO'
Iridaceae
Dense heads of large (5cm wide) rounded broad-petalled blowsy peach flowers, long blooming, Jul-Oct, vigorous, 75cm. Later into growth than other kinds. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

CROCOSMIA
'PAUL'S BEST YELLOW'
Iridaceae
Very vigorous grower. Huge golden-yellow flowers without any hint of another colour. The flowers face outwards are rounded and flattish - Jul-Sep, 1.2m.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

CROCOSMIA
'SARACEN'
Iridaceae
Dark leaves and pretty sprays of largish dark tomato-red flowers Jul-Sep, short and clumping 5.5cm. Floriferous, not hot dry soils.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

CROCOSMIA
'TWILIGHT FAIRY GOLD'
Iridaceae
Bronze foliage plus a multicrown compact habit, gold flowers on short multibranched stems usefully late Aug-Oct, 40cm. Guessing H5

CROCOSMIA
'ZAMBEZI'
Iridaceae
Elegant heads of large up-facing mid-orange flowers with darker orange markings at the mouth over a long period Jul-Oct, vigorous 115cm. PVR Europe - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

CROCOSMIA
'ZEAL TAN'
Iridaceae
Big deep tan-red flowers look outwards. Dark foliage. Jul-Sep, short 40cm.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

CYMBALARIA MURALIS
'SNOW WAVE'
Scrophulariaceae
Wide cream edges on the tiny evergreen leaves, white flowers over a long period May-Sep, 8cm. Variegated Kenilworth ivy. Mine thrives in a wall besides it plainer sisters.
H7 (below -20C)

DAHLIA
'ARABIAN NIGHT'
Asteraceae
Deep maroon-black flowers with shining gold-green bracts showing between the petals Jul-Oct, 1.2m. Dark green foliage. Flowers that open in hot weather remain redder than normal.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
'BISHOP OF AUCKLAND'
Asteraceae
“Dark afghan-red single flowers above black black foliage, 75cm. PVR propagation for resale prohibited. Tubers.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
'BISHOP OF LLANDAFF'
Asteraceae
Satin-textured divided black-maroon leaves, single scarlet flowers Jul-Oct, 85cm. Tubers.
AGM.
H2 (1C to 5C)
**DAHLIA ‘DAVID HOWARD’**

**DAHLIA ‘KARMA CHOC’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘SWEET SENSATION’**

**DAHLIA ‘POOH’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘HIGHLANDER BLUEBERRY PIE’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘HIGHLANDER MORNING SUNRISE’**

**DAHLIA ‘ROXY’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘MOONLIGHT’**

**DAHLIA ‘TWYNING’S AFTER EIGHT’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘FLAMENCO’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘HIGHLANDER CRYSTAL DELIGHT’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘CHA CHA’**

**DELPHINIUM ‘HIGHLANDER MORNING SUNRISE’**
DAHLIA
‘DAVID HOWARD’
Asteraceae
Double apricot-orange flowers Jul-Oct, dark leaves, 75cm. Tubers. AGM.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
‘ENGLEHARDT’S MATADOR’
Asteraceae
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
‘KARMA CHOC’
Asteraceae
Rich deep black-eyed decorative flowers Jul-Sep and dark foliage, 75cm. PVR-propagation for resale prohibited. Tubers.
AGM.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
‘MURDOCH’
Asteraceae
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
‘POOH’
Asteraceae
Orange and yellow collarette flowers Aug-Oct, 1.5m. Nice. Tubers.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
‘ROXY’
Asteraceae
Short bushy black leaved plant with startling magenta flowers July-Oct, 40cm. Tubers.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DAHLIA
‘TWYNING’S AFTER EIGHT’
Asteraceae
Mat almost black foliage with very contrasting white single flowers, 75-125cm. From micropropagation. AGM.
H2 (1C to 5C)

DELPHINIUM
‘CHA CHA’
Ranunculaceae
Densely double soft mauve-purple flowers May-Jul and later, sturdy 75cm. Bred in Glasgow.
H7 (below -20C)

DELPHINIUM
‘FLAMENCO’
Ranunculaceae
Dark centred double soft mauve flowers May-Jul and later, sturdy 75cm. Bred in Glasgow.
H7 (below -20C)

DELPHINIUM
‘HIGHLANDER BLUEBERRY PIE’
Ranunculaceae
Densely double violet-purple flowers with green centres and touches of blue May-Jul and later, sturdy 75cm. Bred in Glasgow.
H7 (below -20C)

DELPHINIUM
‘HIGHLANDER CRYSTAL DELIGHT’
Ranunculaceae
Fluffy double pale lilac flowers with green centres May-Jul and later, sturdy 75cm. Bred in Glasgow. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

DELPHINIUM
‘HIGHLANDER MORNING SUNRISE’
Ranunculaceae
Elegant double green-white flowers May-Jul and later, sturdy, 95cm. Bred in Glasgow. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

DELPHINIUM
‘MOONLIGHT’
Ranunculaceae
Double pale lilac, green-centred flowers May-Jul and later, sturdy, 85cm. Bred in Glasgow. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

DELPHINIUM
‘SWEET SENSATION’
Ranunculaceae
Neat blue-edged double purple flowers May-Jul and later, sturdy, 85cm. Bred in Glasgow. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)
**DIANTHUS BARBATUS 'MONKSILVER BLACK'**
*Caryophyllaceae*

Superb black evergreen foliage, velvety virtually black flowers May-Jul, neat shape 35cm. Selected by John Grimshaw at Monksilver Nursery. Perennial not a biennial as often stated. Outside + weather for totally black foliage.

H7 (below -20C)

**DIGITALIS 'GLORY OF ROUNDWAY'**
*Scrophulariaceae*

Long-lived perennial. Plentiful spikes of small foxgloves with soft pink outsides and apricot interiors, long-flowering May-Aug, 85cm. Easy. STERILE.

H7 (below -20C)

**DIGITALIS 'MEMORIES'**
*Caryophyllaceae*

Like the one you remember but miles better. Highly scented neat double creamy-white flowers over a very long period Jan(Apr-Sep)Dec depending on the weather, neat grey foliage, 25cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.

H7 (below -20C)

**DIGITALIS 'PASSION'**
*Caryophyllaceae*

Deep red scented double carnation flowers continuously Apr-Oct, blue foliage, neat plant to 20cm, and seems to grow in any soil. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.

H7 (below -20C)

**DIASCIA PERSONATA**
*Scrophulariaceae*

A tall upright perennial with a long-flowering period Apr-Nov (and no dead-heading). No need to stake, 60cm. Dusky pink flowers. AGM.

H4 (-10C to -5C)

**DICENTRA 'KING OF HEARTS'**
*Papaveraceae*

Robust compact form, blueish feathery leaves (bluer in summer), deep pink/red flowers over a very long season (Apr)May-Nov, 25cm. Outside for best colouring.

H7 (below -20C)

**DICENTRA 'GOLD HEART'**
*Papaveraceae*

Yellow-green foliage continues to look good all summer, pink flowers and, what makes it all possible, dark reddish stems, Apr-Jun, 55cm. Easy, half-shade. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. Superb.

H7 (below -20C)

**DICENTRA SPECTABILIS 'VALENTINE'**
*Papaveraceae*

Just like a normal bleeding heart but the flowers are deep red, the stems dark and the foliage flushed red. Flowers Mar-Jun, herbaceous 85cm. Synonym Lamprocapnos spectabilis 'Valentine'. Canadian origin. AGM.

H7 (below -20C)

**DRYOPTERIS CRASSIRHIZOMA**
*Dryopteridaceae*


H7 (below -20C)

**DRYOPTERIS ERYTHROSORA 'BRILLIANCE'**
*Dryopteridaceae*

Coppery pink new fronds keep their colour for many months, evergreen thereafter, 40cm. Easy. AGM.

H7 (below -20C)

**DRYOPTERIS LEPIDOPODA**
*Dryopteridaceae*

Lustrous red-tinted bipinnate deciduous fronds in loose rosettes, the rachis with black scales, 60cm. Himalayas to Taiwan. AKA Sunset Fern.

H7 (below -20C)

**DRYOPTERIS SIEBOLDII**
*Dryopteridaceae*

The fronds do not look like a Dryopteris species. Evergreen rounded greyish lobed fronds stay neat and effective even over the winter, 45cm. Distinctive and very nice. Japan. AGM.

H7 (below -20C)
DRYOPTERIS WALLICHIANA
Dryopteridaceae
Young fronds light-green, dark black-brown midribs, shuttlecock shape, 65cm. Lovely. Easy even dry shade under trees when established. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinaceas are best kept in small pots over winter.

Echeveria 'CURLY LOCKS'
Crassulaceae
Neat pink-tinted blue-grey succulent rosettes with wonderful wavy outlines, 15cm. AGM.
H2 (1C to 5C)

Echinacea 'CLEOPATRA'
Asteraceae
Clear deep yellow outer petals go well with yellow inner florets, persist and pale Jul-Sep. Bred and selected by Arie Blom, neat 45cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'DELICIOUS CANDY'
Asteraceae
Anemone-centred short candy-pink flowers Jul-Sep, 40cm. Marco van Noordt hybrids are tested for survival on the wet coast of Holland.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'FATAL ATTRACTION'
Asteraceae
Bright purple-pink flowers with non drooping petals on dark red stems Jul-Sep, 1m. Very long lived and remarked-on at the nursery. Good cut flower. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'FUNKY YELLOW'
Geraniaceae
Yellow flowers with a reddish centre Jul-Sep.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'GREEN JEWEL'
Asteraceae
Fabulous pale green flowers with deep green centres Jul-Sep. The petals are slightly cupped and have blunt cut ends (like ribbons) shapely plant 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'HOT PAPAYA'
Asteraceae
Double hot red flowers from dark stems Jul-Sep, 75cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'RAZAMATAZZ'
Asteraceae
This is a double scented Echinacea. Mounded soft purple flowers Jul-Sep, 75cm. Develops greater size and beauty over several years. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'RUBINSTEIN'
Asteraceae
‘Ruby Star’, Deep scented ruby-red flowers Jul-Oct, 75cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'RUBY GIANT'
Asteraceae
Large scented ruby red flowers with large tactile centres, which are a joy in themselves Jul-Oct, 85cm. Probably the best. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'SUMMER SALSA'
Asteraceae
Orange single flowers develop into curly double vermilion ones Jul-Oct, scented, 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

Echinacea 'TIKI TORCH'
Asteraceae
Deep orange flowers with deeper orange middles on branched stems Jul-Oct, 65cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

ECHINACEA PURPUREA
Asteraceae
Long flowering, good-shaped relatively compact selection from Tony Brookes. Purple flowers Jul-Oct, 70cm. Easy and likely to be much more reliably perennial. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)
**ECHINACEA ‘TOMATO SOUP’**  
*Asteraceae*
Every plant came through each winter since 2010. Deep red-orange flowers Jul-Sep, bushy 80cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**EPILOBIUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM var. ALBUM**  
*Onagraceae*
Invasive but extremely beautiful white and pale green spires, Jun-Aug, 1m. Sun. (Syn. *Chamerion angustifolium ‘Album’*.) I control it by pulling off the stems at the edges (after flowering) every year or so.  
H7 (below -20C)

**EPIMEDIUM ‘AKEBONO’**  
*Berberidaceae*
White flowers flushed with pink Mar-May, deciduous - the new foliage comes with the flowers and is sunrise red. Akebono = dawn. 25cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**EPIMEDIUM ‘AMBER QUEEN’**  
*Berberidaceae*
Arching heads of large bright yellow flowers enhanced with orange nectar guides held over the redmottled evergreen foliage Apr-Jun and them intermittently till winter, 55cm. Wonderful. One of Robin White’s hybrids. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**EPIMEDIUM ‘PINK ELF’**  
*Berberidaceae*
Pretty clouds of small almost true pink flowers (ie pale red) the centres deeper in colour Mar-May and intermittently till late autumn, 35cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**EPIMEDIUM ‘SPINE TINGLER’**  
*Berberidaceae*
Long elegant foliage with sprays of small bright creamy-yellow flowers Mar-May, 40cm.  
H7 (below -20C)

**EPIMEDIUM x VERSICOLOR ‘SULPHUREUM’**  
*Berberidaceae*
Lovely nodding pale yellow flowers Mar-May, shiny reddish evergreen leaves delicately hold colour well in autumn and winter. Shade or part shade. AGM.  
H7 (below -20C)

**ERODIUM ‘FREEDOM’**  
*Geraniaceae*
Neat mounds of feathery grey-green foliage with magenta and pink flowers over a very long period May-Oct, 20cm. Easy, sun.  
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**ERODIUM ‘SPANISH EYES’**  
*Geraniaceae*
Stunning mauve-lined and blotched pink flowers 1.5cm.wide ALL YEAR (mine has been continuously in flower since Christmas 2000), neat 25cm. Pretty divided grey foliage. Well-drained soil.  
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**ERYNGIUM BOURGATII ‘GRAHAM STUART THOMAS SELECTED FORM’**  
*Apiaceae*
Very striking grey and white striped and figured leaves in a near tussock, good translucent violet-blue flower heads Jun-Aug even on rich clay, 55cm. Good as a foliage plant and as a flower.  
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**ERYNGIUM ‘JADE FROST’**  
*Apiaceae*
Pretty evergreen grey leaves with cream edges and pink flushes, strong amethyst flower heads start cream Jun-Oct, 40cm. Long-lived perennial. Special and difficult to propagate. Flowers need UV light to colour-up. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**ERYNGIUM ‘JOS EIJKING’**  
*Apiaceae*
Lavender-blue flower heads and stems Jul-Sep, 75cm. A statuesque plant that looks good with other drought tolerant plants. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.  
H7 (below -20C)

**ERYNGIUM ‘JOSE EIJKING’**  
*Apiaceae*
Lavender-blue flower heads and stems Jul-Sep, 75cm. A statuesque plant that looks good with other drought tolerant plants. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.  
H7 (below -20C)
ERYNGIUM
‘PEN BLUE’
Apiaceae
Flowers mature electric blue from deeply
coloured violet-blue stems Jun-Sep, 60cm.
Guessing H6

ERYNGIUM x OLIVERIANUM
Apiaceae
Large astonishing blue flower heads with
amethyst stems Jun-Aug, 60cm. Easy. AGM
H6 (-20C to -15C)

EUCOMIS COMOSA
‘SPARKLING BURGUNDY’
Asparagaceae
Burgundy-red leaves and red flowers from red
stems Aug-Nov. Sturdy 50cm. The seed heads
dry a good pink. Put them outside for the full
colour to develop. Totally hardy. AGM
H7 (below -20C)

EUPATORIUM MACULATUM
‘RIESENSCHIRM’
Asteraceae
Aka ‘Rise and Shine’. Massive heads of fluffy
wine-red flowers, dark stems Aug-Oct, 2.5m.
Responds well to good soil, food and water. AGM
H7 (below -20C)

EUPHORBIA CHARACIAS
‘GLACIER BLUE’
Euphorbiaceae
Marginal cream variegated bluish grey-green
foliage, cream flowers Mar-Jun, 50cm. A sport
from ‘Tasmanian Tiger’. A plant for all seasons.
PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

EUPHORBIA CHARACIAS
‘SILVER SHADOW’
Euphorbiaceae
A very narrow white edge to each leaf is barely
visible but the overlay of silvery grey is most
attractive and the shoots swirl, white-centered
flowers with red nectaries Feb-May, 50cm.
Raised and introduced by John Fielding.
H7 (-20C to -15C)

EUPHORBIA STYGIANA
Euphorbiaceae
Hardy broad leaved evergreen, the lower
foliage reddens in winter, wider than tall
85cm x 1.5m. Native to the Azores where it
has almost become extinct. Not a hybrid with
E.mellifera - the true plant.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

EUPHORBIA x MARTINI
‘ASCOT RAINBOW’
Euphorbiaceae
Evergreen yellow variegated pink-flushed
bluish green foliage from pink stems, flowers
muted cream and lime green Mar-Jun, shapely
50cm round. Nice. AGM
H5 (-15C to -10C)

EUPHORBIA x PASTEURII
Brown’s strain
Euphorbiaceae
Superb broad bright evergreen foliage on a
busby plant 1-1.5 x 1.5m. Scented yellow-green
flowers with brown bits. The foliage is
bright green with yellow undertones and is
spectacularly reddened in winter. AGM
H6 (-20C to -15C)
EURYBIA RADULA
‘AUGUST SKY’
Asteraceae
Delicate violet-purple flowers from dark stems remain neat as they are covered by later flowers Jun-Aug, 60cm. Delightful. Synonym Aster radula ‘August Sky’.
H7 (below -20°C)

FATSIA JAPONICA
‘MOSERI’
Araliaceae
A compact form with more dramatic foliage and fruits. Round heads of white flowers from white stems (which later contrast with fat black berries. Mature height 2m x 2.5m.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

FATSIA JAPONICA
‘SPIDER’S WEB’
Araliaceae
Lovely white speckled variegation increases towards the bases of the large evergreen foliage, dwarf 1.5m in eight years. Superb white heads of white flowers from white stems Nov-Dec. Bright architectural shapes for shade. Green when young.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

FATSIA POLYCARPA
CUT-LEAVED FORM
Araliaceae
Shapely cut palmate evergreen foliage the somewhat arthritic fingers with long sharp nails, heads of greenish white flowers Nov-Dec, shade, 2-3m. A.K.A. ‘Needham’s Form’ and ‘Needham’s Lace’. like a tough shapely Schefflera.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘ANN FOLKARD’
Geraniaceae
Superb deep rosy purple flowers with dark eyes Jun-Nov, yellowish leaves, 55cm. Easy, will scramble through shrubs or over arches. (G.psilostemon x G.procurrens.) AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘BLUE BLOOD’
Geraniaceae
Geranium x magnificum type, almost navy blue flowers with red veins May-Oct, foliage colours orange before the autumn, 35cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘BLUE SUNRISE’
Geraniaceae
Gold leaves go lime green in summer, flat blue flowers with purple veining 3-4cm wide like G.magnificum Jun-Oct, 25cm. Lovely. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘COOMBLAND WHITE’
Geraniaceae
Large heavily veined cupped white (actually palest pink) flowers over khaki tinted foliage (especially good in winter), good shaped plant, 25cm. Clamberti ‘Swansdown’s’ x Traversii.
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

GERANIUM
‘DUSKY CRUG’
Geraniaceae
Broad chocolatey-mahogany grey foliage with lots of relatively large sugary pink flowers over a VERY long season May-Dec, 20 x 40cm. Good perennial EVEN ON CLAY.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘DREAMLAND’
Geraniaceae
Lovely relatively large pink flecked white flowers mature pinker May-Oct, grey green foliage, neat 20cm. I’ve fallen for this. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘EUREKA BLUE’
Geraniaceae
A vigorous sport from Geranium ‘Orion’ with larger flowers. Reckoned to be better than either ‘Orion’ and ‘Brookside’. Lavender blue flowers Jun-Sep, 60cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

GERANIUM
‘HAVANA BLUES’
Geraniaceae
Good primrose green spring foliage is followed by enormous sky-blue flowers with a paler eye and deep purple guide marks 4.5cm wide, Jun-Nov, 40cm.
H7 (below -20°C)
**GERANIUM 'JOLLY JEWEL SALMON'**  
Geraniaceae  
An amazing colour which might be described as salmon-orange - bright little flowers May-Sep, 30cm.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM 'JOY'**  
Geraniaceae  
Soft pink bowl-shaped flowers with dark veins May-Sep, marbled foliage, 25cm  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM MACORRHIZUM 'WHITE-NESS'**  
Geraniaceae  
Pure white flowers from green calyces May-Aug, pale green scented foliage, 30cm. Easy, even dry shade where it jumps to life in the gloom. AGM.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM MACULATUM 'ELIZABETH ANN'**  
Geraniaceae  
Evenly coffee-coloured foliage and medium-sized pink flowers May-Jun, 40cm. AGM.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM MACULATUM 'ESPRESSO'**  
Geraniaceae  
Dark brown foliage and bright pink flowers Jun-Jul, 35cm. Easy and tough.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM 'MAVIS SIMPSON'**  
Geraniaceae  
Chalk pink flowers on elongating branches, May-Nov. Silvery-green foliage, 30cm. Long-lived but not on heaviest unimproved clay. Sun or half shade. AGM.  
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

**GERANIUM NODOSUM 'SILVERWOOD'**  
Geraniaceae  
Clean delicate shapely robust green plant with white flowers May-Aug, 25cm. Very distinct. Easy, even dry shade.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM 'PATRICIA'**  
Geraniaceae  
This is an exceptional plant. Large magenta flowers with a black eye over a long season May-Oct(Now), good clumped form unlike other G.psilostemon hybrids. 75cm. (G.endressii x G.psilostemon.) AGM.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'ALGERA DOUBLE'**  
Geraniaceae  
Double white flowers with a purple heart Jun-Aug compact 25 x 30cm.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'ELSE LACEY'**  
Geraniaceae  
Appealing loose blue double flowers with green centres Jun-Jul, 65cm. From Wendy Perry, Bosvigo.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'GALACTIC'**  
Geraniaceae  
Clean fresh white flowers Jun-Aug. The foliage is fresh green without any hint of pink. 75cm.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'MARSHMALLOW'**  
Geraniaceae  
Nice dark rose madder flushed divided foliage, red stems and soft pale pink single flowers lined with darker pink, coral stamens Jun-Aug, 60cm. Everyone thinks it’s lovely and it’s tough and disease-free. Jan Bates.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'PLENUM ALBUM'**  
Geraniaceae  
Loose double white flowers with faint purple hairline markings in the flower centre Jun-Jul (later than other varieties), 75cm - uncommon.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'PLENUM VIOLACEUM'**  
Geraniaceae  
Lovely rich violet-purple fully double flowers like little roses Jun-Jul, 65cm. Easy. AGM.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**GERANIUM PRATENSE 'SUMMER SKIES'**  
Geraniaceae  
Tightly double pale sky blue and white flowers Jun-Jul, 65cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20°C)
GERANIUM PSILOSTEMON
Geraniaceae
Deep rose-purple black-centred flowers Jun-Aug, scarlet autumn leaves, 60cm. Flowers for longer in shade in good soil. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

GERANIUM ‘RED ADIMIRAL’
Geraniaceae
H7 (below -20C)

GERANIUM ‘RISE AND SHINE’
Geraniaceae
A new ‘Rozanne’ lookalike with cobalt-blue flowers lined with dark pink. The whole flower ages deep pink Jun-Nov, contrasting yellow marked foliage, 30cm x 70cm.
H7 (below -20C)

GERANIUM ‘ROZANNE’
Geraniaceae
Large slightly cupped out and up-facing blue flowers with paler centres for the whole season May-Nov, 40cm. Easy RHS “Plant of the Century”, PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

GERANIUM ‘RUSSELL PRICHARD’
Geraniaceae
Magenta flowers May-Nov. Scandent, 45cm. Well-drained soil, sun. AGM.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

GERANIUM ‘SABANI BLUE’
Geraniaceae
Large pale navy blue (in other words - slightly dirty blue) flowers with darker veining - dramatic against the foliage, early (Apr-Jun), 40cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

GERANIUM ‘SANNE’
Geraniaceae
White flowers over red-brown foliage May-Sep, 20 x 50cm. Sun.
H7 (below -20C)

GEUM ‘CAN CAN’
Rosaceae
Large ruffled multi-layered soft yellow and red flowers May-Jul, 40cm. Selected by Dave Knox.
H7 (below -20C)

GEUM ‘FIRE STORM’
Rosaceae
Twice as many semidouble orange flowers Apr-Jul, compact plant 50cm. A Terra Nova variety. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

GEUM ‘FLAMES OF PASSION’
Rosaceae
Neat circular up-facing soft red flowers from dark stems on a plant that reblooms Jun-Sep, 50cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

GEUM ‘GOLDEN JOY’
Rosaceae
Large yellow almost anemone-centred flowers May-Jul and again in autumn, the central boss of stamens blacken as they open, 40cm. Selected by Dave Knox.
H7 (below -20C)

GEUM ‘PINK PETTICOATS’
Rosaceae
Like ‘Bell Bank’ but better - bigger and fuller flowers and more of them. Oval pink ruffled semidouble flowers. May-Jul, 40cm.
H7 (below -20C)

GILLENIA TRIFOLIATA
Rosaceae
Graceful plant with small white flowers May-Jul, orange autumn colour 60cm. Easy and popular, (common name = Indian physic). AGM.
H7 (below -20C)
GILLENIA TRIFOLIATA 'PINK PROFUSION'
Rosaceae
Delicate pink flowers (they're normally white) on slender pedicels so the flowers fly in the breeze. May-Jul. Autumn colour, 70cm. Easy and persistent.
H7 (below -20C)

HAKONECHLOA MACRA 'ALL GOLD'
Poaceae
Graceful yellow foliage, 40cm. Herbaceous. Nice.
H7 (below -20C)

HAKONECHLOA MACRA 'AUREOLA'
Poaceae
Golden-yellow leaves of wonderful soft flowing form 30 x 30cm. Good soil, shade or part shade. Also good in a pot. Named after Mt Hakone, Honshu, Japan. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

HELENIUM 'MOERHEIM BEAUTY'
Asteraceae
Fully furnished flowers start red then darken Jun-Sep, neat 80cm. Easy but not shade or thick unimproved clay. This must be the AGM plant - the other (which seems to circulate) is not good.
AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

HELENIUM 'RED JEWEL'
Asteraceae
Tight heads of rich dusky red flowers with maroon middles remain the same colours as they mature Jul-Sep, shortish 85cm.
H7 (below -20C)

HELENIUM 'SAHIN'S EARLY FLOWERER'
Asteraceae
Streaked orange flowers starting earlier than other varieties, June-Oct. 1m nice. Like Come Dancing - it goes on forever!
AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

HELIANTHEMUM 'RED ORIENT'
Cistaceae
Red flowers May-Jun, 20 x 60cm. Easy.
H7 (below -20C)

HELIANTHUS 'HAPPY DAYS'
Asteraceae
Short persistent, non-running perennial sunflower. Relatively wide anemone-centred double yellow perennial sunflower - the anemone centre extends almost to the edge of the flower with short ray petals. Jul-Sep. 55cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

HELIANTHUS SALICIFOLIUS
Asteraceae
A wonderful foliage plant with great plumes of leaf that constantly move in the wind. Starry yellow chocolate-scented flowers in clusters Oct-Nov, 2-3.5m. Not invasive. Herbaceous. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

HELIOPSIS 'LORAINE SUNSHINE'
Asteraceae
Creamy-white leaves with a network of green veins, single yellow flowers Jul-Sep, 50cm. Surprisingly vigorous considering its lack of chlorophyll. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. (Helhan.)
H7 (below -20C)

HELIOPSIS 'SUMMER PINK'
Asteraceae
Green netted pinky white foliage (pinker in spring), clean yellow flowers Jul-Sep, 55cm.
H7 (below -20C)

HELLEBORUS 'EMMA'
Ranunculaceae
The foliage is dark green with a lighter green network, large early white flowers age greyed pink Dec-May, neat and very floriferous 25cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

HELLEBORUS 'MARSHMALLOW'
Ranunculaceae
H.niger x H.nigercors by Thierry Delabroye. Large out-facing white flowers with pink flushes fade pinker then go a lovely persistent apple green Jan-May AND Aug, netted foliage, 45cm.
H7 (below -20C)

HELLEBORUS 'PINK BEAUTY'
Ranunculaceae
Prolific white flowers flushed with dusty rose as they age. Dec-May, vigorous plants 25cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)
HELEBORUS 'WINTER MOONBEAM'
Ranunculaceae
Nice dark green leaves with a pale green network as good in summer as in winter, large white out-facing flowers age pinker (Dec) Jan-Apr, neat 25cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

HELEBORUS x NIGERCORS 'WHITE BEAUTY'
Ranunculaceae
Creamy white flowers with a hint of green Dec-Feb, deep green evergreen foliage, 25cm.
H7 (below -20C)

HEMEROCALLIS 'AMERICAN REVOLUTION'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Shapely black-maroon flowers Jul-Sep, short 50cm. Easy. The colours are deeper in hot sunny weather.
H7 (below -20C)

HEMEROCALLIS 'LIGHT THE WAY'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Large creamy-white flowers with a green throat Jun-Aug, 60cm.
H7 (below -20C)

HEMEROCALLIS 'PRIMAL SCREAM'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
The most extreme orange further heightened by red flushes, cartwheel shape, later than normal Jul-Sep (Oct) and larger flowers, 75cm. Fabulous! Flamboyant. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

HEUCHERA 'BLACK SEA'
Saxifragaceae
Glossy rumbled evergreen red-black foliage, small white flowers May-Aug, 25cm.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

HEUCHERA 'BLONDIE'
Saxifragaceae
Very fetching! Compact spikes of chubby yellow flowers from reddish stems, nice posies of apricot and red deckled evergreen foliage, very neat 25cm.
Guessing HS

HEUCHERA 'CARAMEL'
Saxifragaceae
Caramel coloured undulating foliage redder when growing strongly, small white flowers in cylindrical heads late Jul-Sep, 25cm. Shade, persistent. From Thierry Delabroye. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

HEUCHERA 'CASSIS'
Saxifragaceae
With a name like 'Cassis' it could only have been bred by the great plantsman Thierry Delabroye. Neat mounds of pretty rounded pink leaves, good old-fashioned pink flowers Apr-Jul, 45cm.
Guessing HS

HEUCHERA 'CITRONELLE'
Saxifragaceae
Flat lime green evergreen foliage with deckled edges, 23cm, heads of cylindrical flowers Jul-Aug (a culture of H. villosa), 50cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. Shade.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

HEUCHERA 'LIME RICKEY'
Saxifragaceae
Bright limegreen ruffled evergreen foliage, 20 x 25cm. Half shade. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

HEUCHERA 'MIDNIGHT ROSE'
Saxifragaceae
Red speckled black-red evergreen foliage, 20cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

HEUCHERA 'MIDNIGHT ROSE'
Saxifragaceae
Red speckled black-red evergreen foliage, 20cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)
HEUCHERA 'PAPRIKA'
Saxifragaceae
Bright red-orange leaves which change throughout the season and overwinter burgundy, white flowers, 30cm.
Guessing H5

HEUCHERA 'PEPPERMINT'
Saxifragaceae
Neat deckled shiny silvered green leaves with reddish veins in winter, pale pink flowers May-Oct, neat 20cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

HEUCHERA 'PINK PEARLS'
Saxifragaceae
From Thierry Delabroye. Orangey pink foliage, abundant pale pink flowers Apr-Sep, 60cm. Abundant means more flowers than foliage - almost - and over a long period March to July 2014 and still no sign of stopping!
Guessing H7

HEUCHERA 'RED SEA'
Saxifragaceae
Very dramatically shiny orange-red spring foliage, paler flowers May-Jul, 30cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

HEUCHERA 'SILVER SCROLLS'
Saxifragaceae
"Wonderful! Pewter leaves with dark red-purple veins and a dark purple reverse. Large pearly-white flowers Apr-Sep(Nov), leaves 35cm, flowers 75cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

HEUCHERA 'SNOW ANGEL'
Saxifragaceae
A new robust and long-lived plant similar to some less robust old long-dead favourites. Upright chalky pink flowers May-Jul, cream splashed and speckled evergreen foliage 30cm.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

HEUCHERA 'SUGAR BERRY'
Saxifragaceae
Pink flushed silvered purple foliage - the leaves turns from bright pink to grey-purple (whilst the silvering is kept) giving a great sense of depth to the colouring, pink flowers May-Oct, neat 20cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

HEUCHERA 'VENUS'
Saxifragaceae
Wonderful (and one can go off heucheras). Evergreen silvered green foliage initially pink-flushed with a deckled paler green edge. The young velvety foliage starts in September and grows through the winter and is VERY VERY frost resistant, 55cm. My favourite.
H7 (below -20°C)

HEUCHERELLA 'REDSTONE FALLS'
Saxifragaceae
A cascading coloured-leaved heucherella - for shade groundcover or hanging baskets. Warm red and orange foliage goes redder autumn-winter, white flowers, 25cm x 60cm and widening. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

HOSTA 'BLUE ANGEL'
Asparagaceae
Large slightly wavy edged blue leaves, 40cm. Moderately snail proof. Reckoned to be the largest blue hosta. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

HOSTA 'BLUE MOUSE EARS'
Asparagaceae
A small neat thick-leaved plant. Blue grey rounded foliage 12cm, chubby lilac flowers Jun-Jul 20cm. Snail proof. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

HOSTA 'DEVON GREEN'
Asparagaceae
Shiny pointed heavily veined thick green foliage, pale lilac flowers Jul-Sep, 35cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

HOSTA 'EMpress WU'
Asparagaceae
Huge dark grey-green foliage - deeply veined and thick enough to be mollusc resistant up to 60cm long, pale lavender flowers Jul-Aug, 1-2m.
H7 (below -20°C)

HOSTA 'FIREWORKS'
Asparagaceae
Narrow green edged and feathered white leaves explode from the crown, mauve flowers May-Jun, 40cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)
HYPERICUM OLYMPICUM f. UNIFLORUM ‘CITRINUM’
KNIPHOFIA ‘BEE’S LEMON’
KNIPHOFIA ‘LITTLE MAID’
KNIPHOFIA ‘ICE QUEEN’
KNAUTIA MACEDONICA
HYPERICUM OLYMPICUM f. UNIFLORUM ‘CITRINUM’
KNIPHOFIA ‘INCANDESC’
KNIPHOFIA ‘ELVIRA’
KNIPHOFIA ‘DORSET SENTRY’
KNIPHOFIA ‘CHAMPAGNE’
HOSTA 'SUM AND SUBSTANCE'
Asparagaceae
Very large thick (slug resistant) glossy greenish-gold leaves on tall stems, 1m. Responds to good growing conditions, I have seen it 2m high holding up a bicycle. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

HYDRANGEA 'ZORRO'
Hydrangeaceae
Another great leap forward for hydrangeas. Black stems, deep pink or blue lacecap flowerheads Jun-Sep, very sturdy, 1m. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

HYPERICUM OLYMPICUM f.UNIFLORUM 'CITRINUM'
Clusiaceae
Forget your preconceptions. Plentiful large up-facing pale yellow flowers over greyish foliage May-Jul, short and neat 20cm. Easy. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

KIRENGESHOMA KOREANA
Hydrangeaceae
Flared waxy primrose-yellow bells Jul-Sep, dark stems, 1.5m. Shade but not very dry shade. Despite what you read, happy in alkaline soils. Taller with more open bells than K.palmata and larger flowers. AGM.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

KNAUTIA MACEDONICA
Dipsacaceae
Crimson scabious flowers over a very long season May-Nov, 60cm. Easy.
H7 (below -20°C)

KNAUTIA MACEDONICA 'THUNDER AND LIGHTNING'
Dipsacaceae
White-edged graygreen foliage, crimson flowers Jun-Sep, 60cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'BEE'S LEMON'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Dense heads with long narrow yellow lemon flowers from green buds June-Sep, 85cm. Easy. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

KNIPHOFIA CAULESCENS 'JOHN MAY'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Broad, evergreen grey-leaved foliage plant with coral flower buds which open soft yellow Sep-Oct, 80cm. Easy. Tough. AGM. Lovely.
H7 (below -20°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'CHAMPAGNE'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Elegant cream flowers from creamy buds, Late flowering Aug-Oct, 70cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'DORSET SENTRY'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Fat pokers of slender, clear bright acid yellow flowers from bronze stems July-Oct. 1m, lovely. Easy.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'ELVIRA'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Neat almost red pokers Jun-Sep, the flowers are all one colour and self-clean, 70cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H6 (-20°C to -15°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'ICE QUEEN'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Green and cream flowers Jul-Sep(Nov), 1-1.5m. Easy and tough.
H7 (below -20°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'INCANDESCE'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Astonishing lucent red-flushed orange buds open to apricot flowers in large heads Jul-Sep, 90cm. AGM.
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

KNIPHOFIA 'LITTLE MAID'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Miniature poker with cream flowers July-Nov, 50cm. A slow grower. Sun. AGM.
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)
KNIPHOFIA 'MANGO POPSICLE'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Compact variety with prolific repeat flowering. Slender mango-orange flowers stay the same colour as they open over a long period Jun-Oct(No), narrow foliage, 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

KNIPHOFIA 'MOONSTONE'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Large plentiful heads of cream flowers from burnt cream buds and bronzed stems Jun-Aug, 85cm. Remarkable in the RHS Trials. AGM.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

KNIPHOFIA 'NANCY’S RED'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Short slender dusky deep coral-red flowers July-Oct, short 50cm. Easy and because of its exceptional colour and height unlike any other variety.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

KNIPHOFIA NORTHIAE
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Massive foliage plant with very large (wide and long) keelless greyish leaves (keeled when young) and stumpy coral and cream pokers Apr-Jun, 1.3m x 1m, evergreen. It looks like a massive hardy aloe. Extremely architectural. AGM.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

KNIPHOFIA 'PERCY’S PRIDE'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Plentiful stout green pokers fade cream Aug-Nov, 75cm. Vigorous plant. Hardy to -20C. The strong verticals and novelty of a green poker are good selling points. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

KNIPHOFIA 'RICH ECHOES'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Heads of strong apricot-yellow flowers from dusky orange buds bronze stems, flowers twice Jun-Jul and Sep-Oct, dark foliage 80cm. AGM. H5 (-15C to -10C)

KNIPHOFIA ROOPERI
Xanthorrhoeaceae
A famously late-blooming big round sunny orange and yellow poker, Sept-Nov, 1.3m. Loosely with autumn foliage or to clash with michaelmas daisies. Very popular at the nursery. AGM.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

KNIPHOFIA 'TAWNY KING'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
An exceptional poker. Tawny apricot buds open cream from dark bronze stems July-Oct, 1.2m. Easy and very prolific in flower over a long period. Vigorous. Our most asked for poker. AGM.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

KNIPHOFIA UVARIA 'NOBILIS'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Big bold spikes of orange flowers from orange buds Aug-Sep, tall 2.4m. Sun. Can, if suitably sited, be a regional landmark. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

KNIPHOFIA UVARIA 'WREXHAM BUTTERCUP'
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Fat heads of narrow flowers (almost strokeable) start green and age yellow then golden green-yellow Aug-Sep, 1m. Easy, superb. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

LAMPROTHYRSUS HIERONYMI RCB RA-K2-2
Poaceae
Graceful dwarf pampas grass 1.5m high x 2m wide, open fluffy silver flowers Apr-Jun and Oct-Dec, fresh shiny foliage. Drought tolerant. Greek lampros (splendid) and thyrsos (an ornamental wand).
H5 (-15C to -10C)

LEUCANTHEMUM 'GOLDFINCH'
Asteraceae
Cut-petalled flowers open yellow and mature paler creamy yellow Jun-Aug and later, dark foliage, shapely 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

LEUCANTHEMUM 'SHAPCOTT GOSSAMER'
Asteraceae
Shapcott Shasta daisies are bred by Anita Allen in high, very cold, wet Devon and are bomb-proof. Large ragged narrow-petalled white flowers Jul-Nov, 60cm.
H7 (below -20C)

LEUCANTHEMUM 'SHAPCOTT GOSAMER'
Asteraceae
Shapcott Shasta daisies are bred by Anita Allen in high, very cold, wet Devon and are bomb-proof. Large ragged narrow-petalled white flowers Jul-Nov, 60cm.
H7 (below -20C)
**MATHIASSELLA BUPLEUROIDES** 'GREEN DREAM'

**LYCHNIS PETITE JENNY**

**LYCHNIS JENNY**

**LYCHNIS CORDIFLORA** 'GARDENER'S WORLD'

**LOROPETALUM CHINENSE** 'FIREDANCE'

**LOBELIA TANIA**

**LOBELIA TANIA'S SISTER**

**LINARIA 'PINK KISSES'**

**LINARIA 'PEACHY'**

**LINARIA 'DIAL PARK'**
**LEUCANTHEMUM 'SHAPCOTT SUMMER CLOUDS'**  
*Asteraceae*

Shapcott Shasta daisies are bred by Anita Allen in high, very cold, wet Devon and are bomb-proof. Full narrow-petalled creamy white flowers like very good erigerons Jul-Nov, 55cm.  
H7 (below -20C)

**LIBERTIA IXIOIDES ‘GOLDFINGER’**  
*Iridaceae*

Bright golden evergreen foliage in spiky tufts 45cm, white flowers May-Jun. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H4 (-10C to -5C)

**LIGULARIA ‘BRITT-MARIE CRAWFORD’**  
*Asteraceae*

The darkest deep glossy black chocolate-maroon leaf tops with dark purple reverses, large deep orange-yellow flowers Aug-Sep, 1m. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**LINARIA ‘DIAL PARK’**  
*Scrophulariaceae*

Large mauve-pink flowers, broad grey-green foliage, 1m. Very nice. Probably a hybrid between L.dalmatica and L.purpurea from Olive Mason.  
H7 (below -20C)

**LINARIA ‘PEACHY’**  
*Scrophulariaceae*

Sterile hybrid. Spikes of greypink buds open creamy yellow snapdragon-like flowers with pink highlights (apricot is a good summary) May-Sep (and later), grey-green foliage, neat in pots but eventually 1m. (L.purpurea x L.dalmatica).  
H7 (below -20C)

**LINARIA ‘PINK KISSES’**  
*Scrophulariaceae*

A hybrid selected and named here. Pink faces with lipsticked lips on tall narrow spires May-Oct, 1m. Virtually sterile.  
H7 (below -20C)

**LOBELIA ‘TANIA’**  
*Campanulaceae*

Crimson-purple flowers Jul-Oct, dark red-flushed foliage, young shoots pink, 1m. Darker than ‘Tania’.  
H5 (-15C to -10C)

**LOBELIA ‘TANIA’S SISTER’**  
*Campanulaceae*

Crimson-purple flowers Jul-Oct, dark red-flushed foliage, young shoots pink, 1m. Darker than ‘Tania’.  
H5 (-15C to -10C)

**LOROPETALUM CHINENSE ‘FIREDANCE’**  
*Hamamelidaceae*

Red-purple evergreen leaves, small scented pink-red flowers winterspring Nov-May, and intermittently later, compact 1m. A witchhazel relative from China.  
H4 (-10C to -5C)

**LUZULA SYLVATICA ‘SURPRISE’**  
*Juncaceae*

A cream margined and lined woodrush with entirely cream shoots in spring - brought in by one of Thierry Delabroye’s customers. Evergreen, 20cm. Aka ‘Thierry’s Cream’.  
H7 (below -20C)

**LYCHNIS CORONARIA ‘GARDENER’S WORLD’**  
*Caryophyllaceae*

Double deep crimson flowers Jun-Aug, grey foliage, 55cm. Very effective and it doesn’t seed - what a blessing!  
H7 (below -20C)

**LYCHNIS ‘JENNY’**  
*Caryophyllaceae*

Fluffy double pink flowers May-Jun, 1m. Normal or moist soils. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**LYCHNIS ‘PETITE JENNY’**  
*Asteraceae*

Fluffy double pink ragged robin May-Jul and later, 55cm. Normal or moist soils. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20C)

**MATHIASELLA BUPLEUROIDES ‘GREEN DREAM’**  
*Apiaceae*

Swoony jade-green bracted umbelliferous head Apr-Jun, 1m. The bracts go an attractive pink and persist till autumn. Good for cutting and drying. Monospecific Mexican genus. AGM.  
H4 (-10C to -5C)
MUKDENIA ROSSII ‘KARASUBA’
Saxifragaceae
Bold feathery foliage which takes on red colours from midsummer onwards, white flowers Apr-May, 45cm. Also known as ‘Crimson Fans’. No lime, part shade.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

NEPETA ‘HILL GROUNDS’
Lamiaceae
Thick heads of intense violet and purple flowers Jun-Aug, grey-green foliage 55cm. From Janet Cropley’s garden and named by her. Probably the best of all the varieties. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

OMPHALODES ‘CHERRY INGRAM’
Boraginaceae
Large pert bright blue flowers in spring on a little bushy plant, 18cm. Shade and good soil. Probably the best of all the varieties. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

OMPHALODES ‘CHERRY INGRAM’ WHITE FORM
Lamiaceae
Stunning in the wild in Slovenia where it grows in dense dry shade. Large very white flowers in whorls from amongst dark green foliage Apr-Jun, 35cm. Easy and persistent.
H7 (below -20C)

ONYCHIUM JAPONICUM
Adiantaceae
Stately finely divided frothy 3-4 pinnate evergreen fern, 55cm. Protect in very harsh winters by poking conifer prunings into the foliage. AGM.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE ‘AGLAJA’
Papaveraceae
Lovely very large semi-double frilled salmon pink flowers with cherry red shadings at the base of the petals May-Jun (and Sep-Oct), short sturdy plant, 50cm. My favourite. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE ‘FORNCETT SUMMER’
Papaveraceae
Sturdy deep salmon and crimson flowers with frilly edges May-Jun, 75cm. Easy.
H7 (below -20C)

MatTHIOlA INCANA f ALBA LOW
Brassicaceae
(Wild stock). Highly scented single white flowers over grey leaves (Mar-May). Compact form 40cm.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

MELIANTHUS MAJOR
Melianthaceae
*Dramatic serrated grey foliage, chocolate-moon flower spikes in favoured sites Mar-Jun, 1.2m Protect in very harsh winters by poking conifer prunings into the foliage. AGM.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

MELITTS MELISOPHYLLUM ‘ROYAL VELVET DISTINCTION’
Lamiaceae
Red-purple and white flowers on a tumpy plant Apr-Jun, 4cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

MELITTS MELISOPHYLLUM WHITE FORM
Lamiaceae
Stunning in the wild in Slovenia where it grows in dense dry shade. Large very white flowers in whorls from amongst dark green foliage Apr-Jun, 35cm. Easy and persistent.
H7 (below -20C)

MISCANTHUS ‘CABARET’
Poaceae
Broad leaves with central cream stripe, 1m. Late flowers Oct-Nov. The broad foliage brings this closest to the not-so-hardy Arundo donax var.virescens. Late to start into regrowth - don’t worry (and a useful attribute).
H7 (below -20C)

MISCANTHUS ‘COSMOPOLITAN’
Poaceae
This is an exceptional grass like a hardy variegated Arundo donax. Broad leaves with creamy-white margins, red-silver plume flowers Sep-Nov, 1-2m. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

MONARDA ‘GARDENVIEW SCARLET’
Lamiaceae
Amazingly it’s perennial for me without mildew. Red flowers Jul-Sep, 1.5m. Overwintering shoots need to be exposed to the air - no mulch and prefer a mineral soil. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)
PAPAVER ORIENTALE
‘KING KONG’
Papaveraceae
Large slightly brown/grey deeply red flowers on strong straight thick stems Apr-Jun, 70cm. Distinctive and very good.
H7 (below -20°C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE
‘PATTY’S PLUM’
Papaveraceae
Large plum-coloured flowers May-Jul (and later) on sturdy stems 75cm, Easy. (Syn. Orientale ‘Mrs. Marrow’s Plum’). Good planted with Allium ‘Purple Sensation’.
H7 (below -20°C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE
‘ROYAL WEDDING’
Papaveraceae
White pleated flowers with pale pink flush and greenish end May-Jun, 60cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE
‘RUFFLED PATTY’
Papaveraceae
Cut and ruffled greyed pink flowers May-Jun, 75cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE
‘SNOW GOOSE’
Papaveraceae
Semi-double frilled pink and off-white flowers May-Jun, 60cm. Fabulous.
H7 (below -20°C)

PAPAVER ORIENTALE
‘SILVER DRAGON’
Papaveraceae
Shapely predominantly silver foliage with red undertones and an apple-green flush when mature, less important white flowers Aug-Oct, 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

PELARGONIUM
‘ARDENS’
Geraniaceae
Clusters of small red flowers with dark red markings Jan-May, and later 40cm. Sells on sight.
H2 (1°C to 5°C)

PENNISETUM ALOPECUROIDES
‘RED HEAD’
Poaceae
Red-pink flower heads Jun-Aug, flowing foliage, 60cm. Easy, sun.
H7 (below -20°C)

PENSTEMON
‘DARK TOWERS’
Scrophulariaceae
Dump your preconceptions. This is exceptional. Pale burgundy flowers, dark burgundy glossy foliage - a symphony, clumping perennial with basal foliage, 1m. Sterile hybrid. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

PERSICARIA AMPLEXICAULIS
‘DIKKER FLOSKES’
Polygonaceae
Dark red flower spikes which randomly thicken giving extra effect Jul-Oct, 1.2m. Bomb-proof. Reckoned to be the best by Hans Kramer because it has so much flower. Literally the tickling stick that jesters use. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

PERSICARIA AMPLEXICAULIS
‘FAT DOMINO’
Polygonaceae
The best because it has more flowers and bigger flowers in a bright colour. Red flowers Aug-Oct, 60cm. Easy. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

PERSICARIA BISTORTA
‘HOHE TATRA’
Polygonaceae
Orchid-like pink upstanding flowers (Apr)May-Jul, later than other bistorts, a stronger colour and equally tough, 45cm. Easy and very nice.
H7 (below -20°C)

PERSICARIA
‘SILVER DRAGON’
Papaveraceae
Shapely predominantly silver foliage with red undertones and an apple-green flush when mature, less important white flowers Aug-Oct, 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

PHLOMIS TUBEROUSA
‘AMAZONE’
Lamiaceae
Lovely soft mauve flowers from dark stems Jul-Sep, 1.5m, darkened leaves. Easy. Difficult to propagate.AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)
PHLOX PANICULATA 'GOLDMINE'

POLEMONIUM 'NORTHERN LIGHTS'

POLYPODIUM 'WHITLEY GIANT'

PODOPHYLLUM 'SPOTTY DOTTY'

PODOPHYLLUM 'KALEIDOSCOPE'

POLYPODIUM 'WHITLEY GIANT'

POLEMONIUM 'NORTHERN LIGHTS'

PHLOX PANICULATA 'ORANGE PERFECTION'

PHLOX PANICULATA 'VIOLET FLAME'
PHLOX 'BECKY TOWE'
*Polemoniaceae*
Deep red-purple flowers over well variegated golden foliage Jul-Sep, 70cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX 'DAVID'
*Polemoniaceae*
Large scented heads of good white flowers over a long season Jul-Nov, 1m. Very mildew-resistant and vigorous. Found as a seedling near Philadelphia and an exceptional findling. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX 'MONICA LYNDEN-BELL'
*Polemoniaceae*
Robust pale pink and white scented flowers over dark buds - lovely and sells on sight, Jul-Oct, sturdy plants 75cm. Best in light shade. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX PANICULATA 'GOLDMINE'
*Polemoniaceae*
Deep broad gold marginal variegated foliage, deep magenta-purple flowers of frightening intensity Jul-Sep, 75cm. Mildew resistant. This combination is only for the confident gardener. PVR Europe - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX PANICULATA 'NORA LEIGH'
*Polemoniaceae*
Creamy variegated plants with lots of impact, pale mauve flowers Jul-Sep, 70cm. Usually mildew-free. Good well-drained soil. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX PANICULATA 'ORANGE PERFECTION'
*Polemoniaceae*
The flowers open deep red-orange and turn fierce coral Jul-Sep, 70cm. Good moistish soil, sun or light shade. Wonderful with true orange flowers and cream foliage. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX PANICULATA 'VIOLET FLAME'
*Polemoniaceae*
Fragrant lavender-violet flowers from remarkable sparkling flower buds Jul-Sep, highly mildew resistant (remarkable for a phlox of this colour), dwarf 55cm. Easy, reblooms. Synonym P.'Barsixtyone'. PVR applied for.
H7 (below -20C)

PHLOX 'ROSA PASTELL'
*Polemoniaceae*
Large slightly relaxed pale slightly salmon-pink flowers in large strong heads from dark buds Jul-Sep, 1m. A great beauty and sells wonderfully! AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PIMPINELLA MAJOR 'ROSEA'
*Apiaceae*
Bright pink Queen Anne’s Lace, May-Jul, 50cm. Easy. Lovely next to cream variegated grass. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PODOPHYLLUM 'KALEIDOSCOPE'
*Berberidaceae*
Remarkable hexagonal dark marked foliage, deep red flowers May-Jun, 50cm. Shade, vigorous, tough.
H7 (below -20C)

PODOPHYLLUM 'SPOTTY DOTTY'
*Berberidaceae*
Vigorous angular mottled green foliage becomes palmate as the plant matures, clusters of large garnet flowers Apr-Jun. More or less evergreen. Selected for vigour, form, colour and rhizomatous habit 50 x 75cm after 2-3 years. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

POLEMONIUM 'NORTHERN LIGHTS'
*Polemoniaceae*
Sterile hybrid. Large icy mid-blue highly scented flowers repeats (Apr)May-Aug(Oct), neat, 40cm. Mildew-free. Exceptionally nice with no faults. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

POLYPODIUM 'WHITLEY GIANT'
*Polemoniaceae*
Wonderful broad swept evergreen fronds, 40cm. Classy. Easy.
H7 (below -20C)
POLYSTICHUM SETIFERUM
‘HERRENHAUSEN’
Dryopteridaceae
Evergreen dissected fern of graceful form, 60 x 75cm eventually. Shade, even dry shade.
H7 (below -20C)

POLYSTICHUM SETIFERUM
‘PLUMOSUM DENSUM’
Dryopteridaceae
The loveliest soft intricate evergreen fronds, 40cm. Easy in shade even dry shade when established. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA CAPITATA
Primulaceae
Flattened mealy white heads of deep blue-purple flowers May-Aug and then often overwinter, 20cm. Shade or part shade, good soil, not too dry. Good cut flower.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA DENTICULATA
‘KARRYANN’
Primulaceae
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA
‘DON KEEFE’
Primulaceae
Large elegant exquisite deep slightly dusky orange-red flowers (Nov)Apr-Jun, tall stems 23cm. A Stunner, there is nothing else like this. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA
‘GARRYARDE GUINEVERE’
Primulaceae
Soft pink flowers Mar-May and pinkish leaves, pretty and tough, 15cm. Shade and not too dry. Ireland 1930. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA
‘KUSUM KRISHNA’
Primulaceae
A great delight. Large up-facing deep violet flowers with clear white eyes Apr-May, pretty grey-green crinkled thick leaves in rosettes, 12cm. Easy. Very tough.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA POLYNEURA
Primulaceae
Prolific pink flowers in loose heads usefully late May-Jul, ruffled hairy foliage, 25cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA SIEBOLDII
‘SNOWDROP’
Primulaceae
Large white flowers Apr-May, 20cm, crenulate hairy foliage, 25cm. Doesn’t like drying out completely even when dormant in summer. Easy.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA
‘STRONG BEER’
Primulaceae
Deep violet-purple double polyanthus-type flowers over violet-flushed foliage Feb-May, 18cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VERIS
‘KATY MCSRAPRON’
Primulaceae
Full double deep yellow scented cowslip Mar-Jun, 18cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘AVONDALE’
Primulaceae
Strong grower, even pink flowers Mar-May, bronzed green foliage, 15cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘DRUMCLIFFE’
Primulaceae
A new variety from Joe Kennedy with dark foliage and peachy-white flowers Feb-May, 18cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)
PULMONARIA
‘TREVY FOUNTAIN’
Boraginaceae
Blue flowers Feb-Apr, good spotted foliage, tough, long-lived, virtually sterile.
H7 (below -20C)

RHEUM PALMATUM
‘HADSPEN CRIMSON’
Polygonaceae
Big bold jagged pinky, leaves deep pink when young 1.1m, contrasting white flowers Apr-May, 3m. Easy. AGM. TC of a division from the original Hadspen plant. Juvenile foliage untypical. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

RODGERSIA
‘CHOCOLATE WING’
Saxifragaceae
Heads of pink flowers May-Jun, red-brown foliage greens up later but retains some red flushes making it attractive throughout the season, 85cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PULMONARIA
‘BLUE ENSIGN’
Boraginaceae
Very good large deep blue flowers (Feb)Mar-Jun, plain dusky dark green leaves, 25cm. Easy. Leaves can burn off in dry summers. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PULMONARIA
‘DIANA CLARE’
Boraginaceae
The best pulmonaria. Six months of long silvered apple-green foliage in graceful rosettes proceeded by large purple flowers Feb-Apr, 30cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PULMONARIA
‘OPAL’
Boraginaceae
Opalescent pale blue flowers Mar-May, smart rosettes of silver spotted and blotched leaves Jun-Nov(Mar), 25cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PULMONARIA
‘VANILLA CREAM’
Primulaceae
Loose double white flowers (Oct)Mar-May, 12cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘INNISFREE’
Primulaceae
A new variety from Joe Kennedy with very dark foliage and deep red flowers Feb-May, 18cm. Wonderful. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘VANILLA CREAM’
Primulaceae
Loose double white flowers (Oct)Mar-May, 12cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘TRAVESIA’
Primulaceae
Vigorous tomato-red flowers (Oct)Feb-Apr(May), 12cm. Out of the same pod as ‘Wanda’.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘VANILLA CREAM’
Primulaceae
Loose double white flowers (Oct)Mar-May, 12cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PTERIS CRETICA var. ALBOLINEATA
Pteridaceae
An elegant finger fern with whitish centres to each finger. Evergreen. AGM.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

PTERIS CRETICA var. ALBOLINEATA
Pteridaceae
An elegant finger fern with whitish centres to each finger. Evergreen. AGM.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

PULMONARIA
‘RUSSELL’
Boraginaceae
Large white flowers with pink centres on tall stems Jun-Jul, 5cm. Easy. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PULMONARIA
‘BLUE ENSIGN’
Boraginaceae
Very good large deep blue flowers (Feb)Mar-Jun, plain dusky dark green leaves, 25cm. Easy. Leaves can burn off in dry summers. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

PULMONARIA
‘VANILLA CREAM’
Primulaceae
Loose double white flowers (Oct)Mar-May, 12cm. Out of the same pod as ‘Wanda’.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘INNISFREE’
Primulaceae
A new variety from Joe Kennedy with very dark foliage and deep red flowers Feb-May, 18cm. Wonderful. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘VANILLA CREAM’
Primulaceae
Loose double white flowers (Oct)Mar-May, 12cm.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘TRAVESIA’
Primulaceae
Vigorous tomato-red flowers (Oct)Feb-Apr(May), 12cm. Out of the same pod as ‘Wanda’.
H7 (below -20C)

PRIMULA VULGARIS
‘VANILLA CREAM’
Primulaceae
Loose double white flowers (Oct)Mar-May, 12cm.
H7 (below -20C)
SALVIA 'ROYAL BUMBLE'

SALVIA 'RHAPSODY IN BLUE'

RUDBECKIA 'PEKING'

SALVIA NEMOROSA 'CARADONNA'

SALVIA 'NACHTVLINDER'

SALVIA 'AMISTAD'

SALVIA 'SERENADE'

SALVIA 'BLUE NOTE'

RUDBECKIA 'DUBLIN'

RUDBECKIA 'BERLIN'

SALVIA X SYLVESTRIS 'DEAR ANJA'

SALVIA 'ROYAL BUMBLE'

SALVIA 'RHAPSODY IN BLUE'

RUDBECKIA 'PEKING'

SALVIA NEMOROSA 'CARADONNA'

SALVIA 'NACHTVLINDER'

SALVIA 'AMISTAD'

SALVIA 'SERENADE'

SALVIA 'BLUE NOTE'

RUDBECKIA 'DUBLIN'

RUDBECKIA 'BERLIN'

SALVIA X SYLVESTRIS 'DEAR ANJA'
**RUBUS ROSIFOLIUS 'CORONARIUS'**
*Rosaceae*
Double creamy-white blackberry. Flowers the size of roses in spring & autumn. Dark foliage.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

**RUDBECKIA 'BERLIN'**
*Asteraceae*
Impressive deep, golden yellow flowers with brown-red centres Jul-Sep, 60cm. An Echinacea x Rudbeckia hybrid by Brian Kabbes - sterile and perennial. Remove the central stem in May when strong enough. PVR.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

**RUDBECKIA 'DUBLIN'**
*Asteraceae*
Impressive thickly textured single gold flowers with an extra row of petals Jul-Sep, compact 55cm. An Echinacea x Rudbeckia hybrid by Brian Kabbes - sterile and perennial.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

**RUDBECKIA FULGIDA var. DEAMII**
*Asteraceae*
Free flowering black eyed susan July-Nov, 80cm. Easy and very neat. A lovely rounded bush. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

**RUDBECKIA 'PEKING'**
*Asteraceae*
Gold flowers with dark brown central haloes Jul-Sep, 60cm. An Echinacea x Rudbeckia hybrid by Brian Kabbes - sterile and perennial. So far I am very impressed with these hybrids. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H5 (-15C to -10C)

**SALVIA 'AMISTAD'**
*Lamiaceae*
Dark violet-purple flowers from persistent black calyces May-Oct, 60cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H3 (-5C to 1C)

**SALVIA 'BLUE NOTE'**
*Lamiaceae*
Small bushy perennial, deep blue flowers from dark stems over a long period May-Nov, 55cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. Border or pot.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**SALVIA 'BLUE NOTE'**
*Lamiaceae*

**SALVIA 'LOVE AND WISHES'**
*Lamiaceae*
Carmine-purple flowers from dark puce calyces and stems Jul-Oct - delightful, 1m.
H4 (-10C to -5C)

**SALVIA 'NACHTVLINDER'**
*Lamiaceae*
Dark purple flowers Apr-Sep, shrubby perennial 75cm. "Moth". Sells on sight.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**SALVIA NEMOROSA 'CARADONNA'**
*Lamiaceae*
Very good. Deep purple flowers from black stems Jun-Aug(Nov), compact 60cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

**SALVIA 'Rhapsody in Blue'**
*Lamiaceae*
Blue flowers May-Aug, a strong grower, compact 55cm. Floriferous. Hardy, easy, lovely.
PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20C)

**SALVIA 'ROYAL BUMBLE'**
*Lamiaceae*
Grenadier red flowers from dark stems Jun-Oct, a compact bush, 55cm.
H6 (-20C to -15C)

**SALVIA 'SERENADE'**
*Lamiaceae*
Spikes of violet-purple flowers from similarly coloured stems May-Jul, compact 55cm.
H7 (below -20C)

**SALVIA x SYLVESTRIS 'DEAR ANJA'**
*Lamiaceae*
Blue and white flowers from purple buds in open airy spikes May-Aug, 90cm. Selected by Piet Oudolf.
H7 (below -20C)
SAXIFRAGA FORTUNEI 'CRYSTAL PINK'

SEDUM 'MR. GOODBUD'

SANGUISORBA MENZIESII

SANGUISORBA 'TANNA'

SAXIFRAGA FORTUNEI 'GELBES MONSTER'

SAXIFRAGA FORTUNEI 'SHIRANAMI'

SEDUM 'PURPLE EMPEROR'

SEDUM 'SILVER VELVET'

SAXIFRAGA FORTUNEI 'SILVER VELVET'

SEDUM TELEPHIUM 'JENNIFER'

SELENIUM PLUCIFOLIUM

SCABIOSA 'IRISH PERPETUAL FLOWERING'

SANGUISORBA TANNA
**SAXIFRAGA FORTUNEI**
*SHIRANAMI*
*Saxifragaceae*
Fluffy double pure white flowers Sep-Oct, 25cm. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

**SAXIFRAGA FORTUNEI**
*SILVER VELVET*
*Saxifragaceae*
Handsome hardy foliage plant. Large palmately lobed dark red velvety leaves with broad paler pink central markings. Pinked flowers in frothy sprays Sep-Nov, 35cm.
H7 (below -20C)

**SCABIOSA**
*IRISH PERPETUAL FLOWERING*
*Dipsacaceae*
Usually sold as ‘BUTTERFLY BLUE’ Pale soft blue flowers for much of the year, 30cm. Easy.
H7 (below -20C)

**SEDUM**
*MR.GOODBUD*
*Crassulaceae*
Nice compact large-flowered variant of Sedum spectabile with dark flushed green foliage and broad heads of rich pink flowers Aug-Oct, tight 45cm. From the Terra Nova breeding programme. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

**SEDUM**
*PURPLE EMPEROR*
*Crassulaceae*
The best dark foliage sedum, Bushy, compact, almost black upright finely drawn plant with red flowers Jul-Sep, 40cm. Young leaves green, grow rapidly and purple-up. AGM.
H7 (below -20C)

**SEDUM**
*TELPHIUM* ‘JENNIFER’
*Crassulaceae*
Wonderful broad pinked flower heads over red leaves Jul-Sep, strong stems, 40cm.
H7 (below -20C)

**SELENNUM FILICIFOLIUM**
*Apiaceae*
Beautiful swept four to five pinnate foliage like the best ferns. The leaves remain flat and slightly glossy despite the extremely divided foliage. Fine grey-white keck-like heads flowers in a green ruff Jun-Jul, short for its size at 30cm.
H7 (below -20C)
SIDALCEA 'LITTLE PRINCESS'

STIPA PSEUDOICHU

SUMMERINA 'PATIO BROWN'

TETRAPANAX PAPYRIFERA 'REX'

SYMPHYOTRICHUM 'LITTLE CARLOW'

THALICTRUM 'ANNE'

SUMMERINA 'PATIO ORANGE'

SPHAERALCEA 'CHILDERLEY'

SUMMERINA 'PATIO YELLOW'

SUMMERINA 'PATIO BROWN'

STIPA PSEUDOICHU

SIDALCEA 'LITTLE PRINCESS'
**Selinum Wallichianum**  
*Asteraceae*  
Bold and classy dense ultra divided green leaves in mounds, white umbelliferous flowers Jun-Aug, 85cm. perennial.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Senecio Candidans**  
*‘Angel Wings’*  
*Asteraceae*  
Stunning broad silver-white foliage, less important clusters of yellow flowers, near 30cm. Well-drained open soil, sun but with shelter from fierce afternoon sun. Sea cabbage (Falklands). PVR applied for.  

*Guessing H4*

**Sidalcea**  
*‘Little Princess’*  
*Malvaceae*  
Compact plant with silver pink flowers Jul-Aug, 45cm. Easy. Likes the North.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Sidalcea**  
*‘Sussex Beauty’*  
*Malvaceae*  
Dense branched spires of beautifully formed pale pink cupped flowers, Jun-Aug, 85cm. Easy and by far the most robust variety (I have problems keeping others alive).  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Sphaeralcea**  
*‘Childerley’*  
*Malvaceae*  

*H5 (-15°C to -10°C)*

**Stipa Pseudoichu**  
*Poaceae*  

*H5 (-15°C to -10°C)*

**Summerina**  
*‘Patio Orange’*  
*Asteraceae*  
Jayne - reinstated. Rudbeckia x Echinacea cross, compact 50cm. Each flower persists for the entire season without losing much freshness, drought-proof. I’m impressed.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Summerina**  
*‘Patio Yellow’*  
*Asteraceae*  
Jayne - reinstated. Rudbeckia x Echinacea cross, 60cm. Each flower persists until frost without losing much freshness, drought-proof. I’m impressed. The yellow flowers start with a red ringed centre. By Nov the red is flecked throughout.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Symphyotrichum**  
*‘Little Carlow’*  
*Asteraceae*  
Masses of extremely blue flowers Sep-Oct, 1.3m. Easy. It literally hurts the eyes to look at it in flower because the colour is so intense. No trouble. AGM.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Tetrapanax Papyrifera**  
*‘Rex’*  
*Araliaceae*  
Hardy (herbaceous in both 2010 winters for me). Enormous slightly felted palmate leaves up to 90cm wide, sometimes - large white flower heads Oct-Dec, shrub 2-5m. Shade or sun. AGM.  

*H4 (-10°C to -5°C)*

**Thalictrum**  
*‘Anne’*  
*Ranunculaceae*  
Architectural dark purple stems, pretty blue foliage, heads of white flowers from purple buds Jun-Aug. All the colours heighten as the season progresses, 2-3m. Easy. Like T.’Elin’ but better. PVR - propagation for resale without a license prohibited.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Selinum Wallichianum**  
*Asteraceae*  
Rudbeckia x Echinacea cross, compact 50cm. Each flower persists for the entire season without losing much freshness, drought-proof, I’m impressed. The orange-tipped flowers start with a broad red-brown centre. By Nov this is dispersed throughout the flower.  

*H7 (below -20°C)*

**Senecio Candidans**  
*‘Angel Wings’*  
*Asteraceae*  
Stunning broad silver-white foliage, less important clusters of yellow flowers, near 30cm. Well-drained open soil, sun but with shelter from fierce afternoon sun. Sea cabbage (Falklands). PVR applied for.  

*Guessing H4*
THALICTRUM DELAVAYI
‘ALBUM’
Ranunculaceae
Pale plant with airy sprays of white flowers Jul-Sep, compact for me - 55cm. Nice.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM DELAVAYI
‘HEWITT’S DOUBLE’
Ranunculaceae
Airy sprays of small double lilac flowers in summer, 1m. Free-draining soil, sun. Easy.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM ‘ELIN’
Ranunculaceae
A vigorous and tall variety. Heads of white flowers from purple buds on tall stems June-August, sumptuous blue foliage, dark in spring, 2-3m. Easy.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM FLAVUM s. ubsp. GLAUCUM
‘RUTH LYNDEN-BELL’
Ranunculaceae
The AGM form dressed with bluer foliage 65cm, tall spikes cream flowers Jun-Aug, 1.3m. Easy. So tough and enduring that it has survived even in my sister-in-law’s garden for many years. (Synonym T.speciosissimum.) AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM ICHANGENSE
Ranunculaceae
Amazing foliage. Each leaflet is large, often purple stained and marbled with grey mimicking a begonia, flowers like T.kiusianum (fluffy lilac to white) truly continuous Apr-Nov, 30cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM KIUSIANUM
Ranunculaceae
Froth of purple flowers among maidenhair fernlike foliage Jun-Sep, short 15cm. Easy. Gets better year on year.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM ‘SPLENDIDE’
Ranunculaceae
The flowers are the same size as T.delavayi but the flower heads are immense on a similarly sized plant and the flowering period is longer. Sterile purple flowers with cream stamens Jun-Sep, 1.3m, foliage 50cm. T.delavayi x Telegans, Thierry Delabroye.
H7 (below -20°C)

THALICTRUM ‘SPLENDIDE WHITE’
Ranunculaceae
A pale yellow-green and white-flowered plant like Thalictrum delavayi ‘Album’ but stronger (and earlier) growing and better overall Jun-Sep, 70cm.
H7 (below -20°C)

TIARELLA
‘PINK SKYROCKET’
Saxifragaceae
Tall heads of starry white flowers open from pink buds Apr-Jun, elegant palmate evergreen foliage, 30cm. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.
H7 (below -20°C)

TIBOUCHINA
‘GROOVY BABY’
Melastomataceae
At last a naturally compact form with the same astonishing intensely purple flowers Aug-Dec and it’s reckoned harder! 50cm. From breeder Terry Keogh in Australia.
Guessing H4

TIGRIDIA ORTHANTHA
‘RED-HOT TIGER’
Iridaceae
Dazzling red-orange tripartite flowers Jul-Nov, 50cm. moist free-draining soil. Mexico. Perennial from bulbs and will take frost - maybe harder.
Guessing H4

TRACHYCARPUS FORTUNEI
Arecaceae
Chusan palm - the hardiest palm in Britain. Large fans-shaped leaves up to 1m across, 5m when fully grown. It regularly flowers (large hanging bunches, yellow) May-Jun here in Evesham. AGM.
H7 (below -20°C)
**VERONICA LONGIFOLIA**

*MARIETTA*  
Scrophulariaceae  
Deep violet-blue flowers - remove the dead heads and it blooms till frost - Jun-Nov, 65cm. 
Mildew-resistant. Easy. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERONICA**

*ROYAL CANDLES*  
Scrophulariaceae  
Delightful bushy dwarf plant with green interspersed violet-blue flowers over a long season Jun-Oct, only 30cm or less. 
Was called 'Ulster Blue Dwarf' also called "Glory".  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERONICASTRUM**

*ADORATION*

Scrophulariaceae  
Like V.'Fascination' but the plant is more upright and shapely even in bad weather. 
Graceful clean strong lavender flower spikes in whorls jump to attention because of the coral-red stamens Jun-Sep, 1m.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERONICASTRUM SIBIRICUM**

*RED ARROWS*

Scrophulariaceae  
Deep violet flowers preceded by reddish shoots and buds which create the illusion of red-flushed violet verticals, Jul-Sep, 1.2m. 
Nice.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERONICASTRUM VIRGINICUM**

*ALBUM*

Scrophulariaceae  
This is a classy plant. Graceful white spires from dark bronze stems Jun-Sep, dusty leaves, 1.3m. 
Easy.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**ZANTEDESCHIA AETHIOPICA**

*GLENCOE*

Araceae  
Large plants with abundant large white flowers over a long period (May)Jun-Oct , 1.5m. From the Fergusons.  
H5 (-15°C to -10°C)

**TROLLIUS**

*ALABASTER*  
Ranunculaceae  
Dreamy slightly greyed cream flowers Apr-Jun and later, 55cm. Not hot dry sites. An old highly desirable cultivar newly invigorated by tissue culture.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**TULBAGHIA VIOLACEA**

*SILVER LACE*  
Amaryllidaceae  
Silver variegated leaves and violet-purple flowers May-Nov(Dec), 30cm. Easy, lovely in a pot stood outside in summer and autumn. 
Shelter needed in frosty winter weather. AGM.  
H3 (-5°C to 1°C)

**VERBENA BONARIENSIS**

*Grandiflora ‘BAMPTON’*  
Verbenaceae  
Long loose heads of tiny violet-purple flowers Jul-Nov, purple foliage even purpler in autumn, winter and spring, thin airy effects, 85cm. A form of a UK native. Outside for best colour.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERBENA OFFICINALIS var. GRANDIFLORA ‘BAMPTON’**  
Verbenaceae  
Long loose heads of tiny violet-purple flowers Jul-Nov, purple foliage even purpler in autumn, winter and spring, thin airy effects, 85cm. A form of a UK native. Outside for best colour.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERONICA LONGIFOLIA**

*CHARLOTTE*

Scrophulariaceae  
Grey-green foliage edged white, long thick white flowers Jun-Aug, 65cm. Cut back for a later flush of flowers. Like many marginal chimeras it is mildew resistant because the fungus can find no nutrients. PVR - propagation for resale prohibited.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**VERBASCUM**

*CHRISTO’S YELLOW LIGHTNING*  
Scrophulariaceae  
Really hardy, really perennial and it will not die in the bag on the way home. Well-packed spikes and adpressed subsdites of cool yellow flowers Jun-Sep, 1-2m. A hybrid from Great Dixter. You’ll need a specimen plant in your sales area because it gets too big for sale in flower. AGM.  
H7 (below -20°C)

**TROLLIUS**

*ALABASTER*  
Ranunculaceae  
Dreamy slightly greyed cream flowers Apr-Jun and later, 55cm. Not hot dry sites. An old highly desirable cultivar newly invigorated by tissue culture.  
H7 (below -20°C)